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The Leo Malz Specialized Collections of Israel and Palestine
Biography

Haiti Philatelic Society members who attended the NY2016 World Stamp Show had an opportunity to
meet and chat with Leo at the HPS presentation
Leo Malz is second from the right. Leo Malz (1948-2020)
Leo was born in a displaced persons camp in Germany in 1948. Soon after, he and his parents emigrated to America, settling in New
York City. Leo’s father established a very successful business that sold plastics to various companies throughout Latin America.
Like many of his generation, Leo’s interest in Latin America was directly related to the stamps he acquired from the incoming mail
that his father brought home from work. Like many philatelists, Leo had a strong and deep intellectual curiosity to learn about the
stamps and when he reached adulthood, he had the ability to afford the valuable stamps, covers and proofs that he needed in order to
build an important collection. Leo purchased his stamps, covers and proofs from numerous dealers and auctioneers, including many
name sales, for over half a century. Many of his items have been off the market for years.
Viewers will notice that the strength of this catalog is Haitian philately. In 1979, at age 33, Leo joined the Haiti Philatelic Society,
becoming member #82. He became a Life Member in 2010. In his eulogy for Leo in the current issue of HPS Journal, his good longtime friend Peter C. Jeannopoulos, wrote, “The stamps and postal history of Haiti were of special interest to Leo. Haiti fascinated
him because of its exoticness and the fact that so little was published…Every facet of Haitian philately was well represented in his
collection. Overall, it was one of the finest that the writer has ever seen. It ranges from prephilatelic to the modern. It encompassed
essays, proofs, multiples, postal history and sheets…If he had been interested in exhibiting the many different aspects of his Haiti
collection would certainly have garnered gold medals.”
In addition to Latin America, Leo collected other areas that will appear in future Kelleher auctions. Leo also was a dealer in
Astrophilately, advertising in the pages of Linn’s Stamp News for many decades.
While in his 50’s, Leo was asked by Sam Malamud of Ideal Stamp Co. to travel to Mongolia to negotiate the contract for Ideal to sell
the new issues of Mongolia. The Mongolian government assigned a young woman to be his interpreter. They fell in love and married.
She emigrated and they have three young children. Very sadly, soon after their first child was born, Leo was diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer. Because it was caught early, his life was prolonged, but the treatments made daily life very difficult. He lost his
battle on February 3
Viewing - Limited in person viewing. We will entertain enquiries by phone and email for further details.
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PALESTINE DURING THE TURKISH PERIOD
EARLY POSTAL HISTORY

1001

EX 1002

1001 )

1768 (July 27), document with heading “F[rater]. Luigi di Bastia”, of the Corsican Branch of the Order of St. Francis,
Lecturer in Theology of Mount Zion and President of the Monastery of the Sepulchre and Superior in the Holy Land,
acknowledging receipt of alms from three members of the Order coming from Vienna; signed by Fra. Luigi di Bastia and
four others, dated “Gerusalemme 17 Luglio 1768”, lovely embossed seal with central Jerusalem Cross representing the
subdivision of the Holy Land during the Crusades, this being Mount Sion of the Kingdom of Jerusalem, Very Fine state
of conservation.
Estimate $350 - 500

1002 )

1852 (Jan. 7), folded letter from the Spanish Vice Consulate in Jaffa to Madrid, showing on reverse Spanish Consulate
cachet applied as seal, with two disinfection slits, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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William S. Langs Stock & Private Holdings of United States & Possessions

TOWN POSTMARKS

EX 1003

1004

1003 s

Acre cancels, on 1868-75 Duloz issues, on three pieces, comprising 20pa green pair plus single; 20pa green plus 1pi
yellow; and Postage Due 20pa yellow brown with red brown border pair; each canceled by one or two strikes of the
‘Akkà (Acre) double-boxed Arabic handstamp, Very Fine, Steichele 01/01; each with 1980 Sorani certificate.

Estimate $350 - 400

1004 )

Acre, 1914 (Mar. 3) cover to Syracuse, NY, bearing on reverse 1pi, canceled by “Akkia/(St. Jean d’Acre)” c.d.s., Very
Fine, Steichele 01/08.
Estimate $150 - 200

1005 )

Bethlehem, 1901-14, group of covers and cards, comprising a cover, two postcards, and two postal stationery cards,
including 1903 20pa postal stationery card to Bethlehem, cancelled by “Jafa/Posta/Shubesi” seal and additionally by
“Bethléem” arrival c.d.s., and 1906 neat envelope to France bearing on reverse 10pa block of four, cancelled by “Bethléem”
c.d.s. and additionally tied by Besançon/Doubs” arrival c.d.s., Very Fine, Steichele 08/02, 08/03, 23/01.

Estimate $350 - 400

1006 )

Bon Samaritan, 1903-07, three postcards, two to France, one to Turkey, comprising 1903-05 postcards bearing 10pa or
5pa singles (2), canceled by “Bon Samaritan” c.d.s. in violet or purple, in combination with German Post Office 10pa on
5pf and French Levant 5c respectively, cancelled by the appropriate c.d.s. of each office; and 1907 (May 2) postcard to
France bearing 20pa, cancelled by “Bon Samaritan” c.d.s. in blue and additionally tied by matching “Jericho” c.d.s.; the
last has foxing around perforation tips, Very Fine, Steichele 13/01, 27/02.
Estimate $400 - 500
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1007

1008

1007 )

Haifa, 1917 (Feb. 7), censored cover to the International Red Cross Agency for POWs, Geneva, from a resident of
the German Colony, for a German civilian internee at Ras-el-Tin Camp in Alexandria, Egypt, bearing 10pa Pictorial and
20pa vertical pair, cancelled by “Caifa/1” octagonal datestamp, with Turkish censor’s seal and Geneva Mar. 8 receiver on
reverse, Very Fine wartime usage, Steichele 19/10.
Estimate $200 - 250

1008 )

Jaffa, 1909 (Apr. 27) cover addressed to Jerusalem, bearing Accession to the Throne local overprints 5pa to 21/2pi,
cancelled by “Jaffa/7” c.d.s. in violet, the date of Accession, these backdated covers were privately produced to
Estimate $300 - 400
commemorate the event, Very Fine, Steichele 22/13; with 1999 du Vachat certificate.

1009 )

Jaffa Market Place, ca. 1901 picture post card to Italy, bearing 10pa, cancelled by “Jafa/Posta/Shubesi” seal, Very
Fine, Steichele 23/01.
Estimate $200 - 250

1010 )

Jericho, 1914 (Mar. 22) picture post card to Paris, via Jerusalem bearing 20pa, cancelled by “Eriha (Jerusalem)”
octagonal datestamp in violet; Paris April 5 receiver, F.-V.F., Steichele 27/03, 28/15.
Estimate $200 - 250

1009

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1010
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EX 1011

1012

1011 )

Jericho, 1904-09, selection of three postcards, one each addressed to France, Germany, and Hawaii (Territory), bearing
various values cancelled by “Jericho” c.d.s. in violet or blue; the card to Germany has 5pa in combination with German
Post Office 20pa on 10pf cancelled by “Jerusalem/Deutsche Post” c.d.s., and the card to Hawaii is franked with 5pa strip
of four, F.-V.F., Steichele 27/02.
Estimate $250 - 300

1012 )

Jerusalem Gare, 1910 (Apr. 9) picture post card to Berlin, bearing 20pa, cancelled by “Jerusalem (Gare)” c.d.s., Very
Fine, Steichele 30/01.
Estimate $400 - 500

1013 )

Jerusalem, 1887 cover to the Chief of the Lower Court of Jaffa, showing “Jerus” double-ring datestamp, with blue
circular seal of the Public Prosecutor of the Lower Court of Jerusalem; the front and back of the cover are detached and
the two sides are a little ragged around edges, Fine, a rare cancellation, Steichele 28/04.
Estimate $300 - 400

1014 )

Jerusalem Quartier Israélite, 1896-1901 selection, two covers and two postcards, comprising 1892 20pa cancelled by
“Jerusalem” seal in violet on undated envelope to Petah Tikwa; 1894 “Matbua” overprint on 10pa cancelled by “Jerusalem”
seal in violet on undated neat envelope to Safed (only three covers recorded of the printed matter stamp used in the Holy
Land); 1901 10pa cancelled by “Jerusalem” seal in blue on undated postcard to Germany; and 1907 postcard to Berlin
bearing 10pa pair, canceled by “(Jerusalem)/Quart Israelite” c.d.s., the stamps with trimmed or blunt perforations at top;
printed matter cover has some slight ageing, otherwise F.-V.F., Steichele 33/01, 33/02, 33/06.
Estimate $500 - 600
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1015

EX 1016

1015 )

Meo Charem, 1915 censored postcard to Lucerne, Switzerland, bearing 20pa, canceled by “Meo-Charem” c.d.s.; card
has small light wrinkle which just crosses lower left corner of stamp, nevertheless Very Fine, Steichele 32/01.

Estimate $250 - 300

1016 )

Nazareth, 1897-1912 selection of postal history items, comprising three covers, four postcards and a postal stationery
card, including 1897 envelope to France, redirected domestically, bearing 1pi, cancelled by “Nasrie” double-ring datestamp
in blue; 1900 envelope bearing 1pi and 1902 20pa postal stationery card both to France and canceled by “Nazareth”
double-ring datestamp; and the others have “Nasré” c.d.s. with 1912 postcard to Germany bearing 20pa cancelled by c.d.s.
in blue and 5pa printed matter usage on 1913 neat envelope to Jerusalem, mainly Very Fine, Steichele 41/03, 41/04, 41/05.

Estimate $500 - 600

1017 )

Petah Tikwa, 1915 (Sept. 14) postcard to Cairo, bearing 10pa Pictorial, canceled by “Petah Tikwa (Jaffa)” c.d.s. in
violet; light tones around perforations, Fine, Steichele 42/01.
Estimate $200 - 250

1018 )

Ramle, 1897 Official envelope to the Jaffa Court, showing “Remle Posta Shubesi 1313” intaglio seal, Official
Correspondence seal and Jaffa Court arrival seals on front and reverse; the cover worn and reduced at right with patched
tears not affecting the seals which are Very Fine, only four such Official Court covers recorded, Collins and Steichele
PM3.
Estimate $300 - 400

1017

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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EX 1019

EX 1020

1019 )

Safed, 1893-1915 selection of four postal history items, comprising 1893 envelope to London bearing reverse 1pi and
1893 postal stationery card to Alexandria, both canceled by “Safed” double-ring datestamp, the stationery card shows
“Non reclamé” handstamp and “Bureau des Rebuts/Alexandrie” framed datestamp in red; 1907 postcard to Tiberias
franked by 5pa cancelled by “Saffed” c.d.s. in blue with arrival c.d.s. adjacent; and 1915 Registration receipt showing
“Saffed 5” octagonal datestamp (small part of frame torn away), F.-V.F., Steichele 46/03, 47/05, 47/07, 50/03.

Estimate $300 - 400

1020 )

Tiberias, 1896-1907 selection of two postcards and three postal stationery cards, including 1898-1901 20pa postal
stationery cards (3, two different issues) to Great Britain and Germany (2), cancelled by “Tabarie” double-ring datestamp
in black or blue; and one incoming postcard from Italy, F.-V.F., Steichele 50/02, 50/03.
Estimate $300 - 400

1021 )

Traveling Post Offices, pair of cards, comprising 1898 (May 10) postcard to Germany (May 18), bearing 20pa, crisply
cancelled by “Bur. Amb. Jerusalem-Jaffa/2” double-ring datestamp and 1899 (Sept. 24) 20pa postal stationery card,
miscut, similarly cancelled; the latter with some crumpling/wrinkling, both strikes are Very Fine, Steichele 53/04.

Estimate $250 - 300
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1022 )

Extensive Postal History Collection, 1896-1917, arranged by towns, comprising approximately 40 covers, 50 postcards,
25 postal stationery cards, 15 receipts, and four telegrams or documents, including Bethlehem (5 postcards); “Bon
Samaritan” origin c.d.s. (Steichele 13/01) on 1910 postcard to Paris bearing 20pa canceled by “Jerusalem” c.d.s.; “Gaza”
c.d.s. (St. 17/04) canceling 20pa on 1900 postcard to Australia via Port Said, Colombo and Sydney; “Jericho” c.d.s. (St.
27/02) in violet or blue canceling 10pa or 20pa on three 1904-09 postcards to Europe or U.S.; “Jerusalem 2” octagonal
datestamp canceling 23 different stamps of Turkey including 1914 Postage Dues set of four on 1916 envelope addressed
to Germany (2003 Tsachor photo opinion), “Bur. Amb. Jeusalem-Jaffa” Nos. “1” or “2” double-ring datestamp (St. 53/03,
53/04) canceling 20pa stamp or indicia on five 1899-1900 postcards (3) or stationery cards (2); “Jerusalem (Gare)”
c.d.s. (St. 30/01) canceling 10pa, 20pa and 1pi on 1910 unaddressed postcard (one stamp missing); “Meo-Charem” c.d.s.
(St. 32/01) canceling 20pa on 1916 20pa stationery envelope registered and censored to Germany (one stamp missing);
Jerusalem Quartier Israelite positive seal (St. 33/03) in violet canceling 5pa pair on 1903 envelope to Hungary and
10pa on 1903 advertising card to Germany, “Jerusalem/Quart. Israelite” c.d.s. (St. 33/05) in blue canceling 1pi on reverse
of 1902 envelope to Rochester, New York, similar in black canceling 5pa and 10pa on separate envelopes from the same
correspondence to the United States and Germany respectively, “(Jerusalem)/Quart. Israelite” c.d.s. (St. 33/06) canceling
10pa on 1907 front to Paris; “Naplous” c.d.s. (St. 40/05) canceling 1pi on reverse of 1906 envelope to the United States;
“Nazareth” c.d.s. (St. 41/04) canceling 1pi on 1901 envelope to England with seal additionally applied to stamp, similar
c.d.s. canceling 10pa on 1902 postcard to France, “Nasré” c.d.s. (St. 41/08) canceling various values on six 1904-12
postcards; “Petah Tikwa (Jaffa) c.d.s. (St. 42/01) in red on 1910 damaged envelope to Jerusalem; “Saffed” c.d.s. (St.
47/05) in blue canceling 5pa on domestic postcard; and “Tiberiade” c.d.s. (St. 50/03) canceling stamps on two 190212 cards and a 1913 Registered receipt; some faults, though many have Fine to Very Fine strikes, an excellent basis for
specialization (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

COLLECTIONS
1023 )

Collection of Cancellations, ca. 1865-1917, on loose stamps, pieces, covers, cards or postal receipts, representing a
wide range of towns and types, with 12 covers, 24 postcards or stationery cards, and five receipts, including Acre Arabic
boxed handstamp on four different values; ca. 1865 front from Haifa to Beyrouth showing manuscript “Haifa -Paid ‘1’”
postman’s notation and Beyrouth intaglio seal in blue (1978 Sorani certificate); Haifa intaglio seal (Steichele 19/02) in
violet on 1pi pairs (2) on small piece; “Bur. Amb. Jerusalem-Jaffa/1” double-ring datestamp tying 20pa on 1898 postcard
to Germany; “Jaffa 5” octagonal datestamp tying eight examples of 5pa Leander’s Tower on pretty 1914 stamp dealer’s
envelope with green and white embossed address label to Bela Szekula in Lucerne; “Naplous” c.d.s. tying 5pa pair on
reverse of neat 1897 envelope to Jerusalem; “Saffed” c.d.s. in blue tying 5pa on postcard with “Tiberiade” arrival c.d.s.
alongside, both very fine strikes; and Tiberias Arabic boxed handstamp in blue on Duloz 1pi; some faults, overall F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

1024 )

Sensational Postal History Extravaganza, 60 postcards, postal or correspondence cards or covers, all but three or four
franked, sent from the Holy Land through the Foreign Post Office operating there; Austria dominates in this group, but
there are a number of nice French markings as well as a handful of Turkish cards; much Jerusalem (with varieties of the
postmark annotated), but with Jaffa and Caifa also making appearances; nice group with Jerusalem’s Morcos Hotel cachet
in violet; several color cancels, and of course a great mix of photos on the cards’ reverse, F.-V.F. or better, worth review
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1025 m

Intriguing Collection of Cancellations, ca. 1865-1917, written up on pages in two albums and loose but well-classified
in three stockbooks, with Holy Land the main emphasis but also including interesting Jordan, Lebanon and Syria, Saudi
Arabia, and Libya; of note are Arabic boxed cancels and intaglio seals; the Holy Land also contains Austrian and French
Post Offices; the most important album has selected part to large part strikes, F.-V.F., be sure to view a selection online
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 700

1026 )

Forerunner Usages in Palestine, comprising over 60 picture post cards, either franked by French, Austrian and German
stamps or printed on the reverse of postal cards, with some stamps/indicia surcharged in para or centimes, others not; cards
feature a wide range of views, including Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Nazareth, Haifa, the Dead Sea, etc., with only an 1899
Christmas post card (with “Betléem/24.XII.99” special postmark) duplicated; cancels mostly Jerusalem or Jaffa, with
several Caifa (Haifa) noted, as well as several Port Said transits, with blue and magenta noted in addition to the standard
black, Good To Very Good, a fascinating lot for the postal history specialist, or for the picture post card enthusiast (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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FOREIGN OFFICES IN PALESTINE

1027

1028

1027 )

Austrian Offices, 1883 (Apr. 4), 5s postal card to Breden, Germany, canceled by “Gerusalemme” c.d.s. and showing
Rabbi’s sender cachet in blue adjacent, Very Fine, Steichele 542.
Estimate $200 - 250

1028 )

Austrian Offices, 1886 (Mar. 23), cover to Andover, Massachusetts, arriving Apr. 18 via Alexandria (Mar. 29) and Paris
(Apr. 5), bearing 10sld canceled by “Jerusalem/Gerusalemme” c.d.s., and showing “United States Consulate/Jerusalem”
circular cachet in blue on reverse, Very Fine, Steichele 543.
Estimate $250 - 300

1029 )

Austrian Offices, 1916-17, selection of four Military Mail postcards, used between Nov. 10, 1916 and Apr. 30, 1917 to
Austria, Hungary or Germany, each showing “Feldpost/Mil. Miss./A.O.K. 4” c.d.s., three with military unit cachets “K. u.
k. mobiles Reservespital/in Jerusalem” unframed handstamp in violet, “K. u. K. Sanitatsanstalten für Syrien” double-ring
handstamp in violet, and “K. u. K. de Biros Artillerie Regiment Nro. 6/Haubitz Batterie No. 2” double-ring handstamp in
blue, each with censor handstamp; also 1916 (July 30) postcard to Vienna, showing “Feldpost/Mil. Miss./Aleppo” c.d.s.,
with “Reservespital in Jerusalem” unframed cachet in violet, F.-V.F., an interesting representation. Estimate $300 - 400
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1030 )

Austrian Offices, Postal History Collection, ca. 1864-1914, comprising approximately 30 covers, 20 postcards, and 15
postal stationery cards or envelopes, plus 15 loose stamps or pieces with excellent representation of the three main towns;
includes 1864 perf 91/2 5s with superb centrally struck “Jaffa” c.d.s. (Steichele 522); 1882 5s postal stationery card to
Roumania canceled by “Caifa” c.d.s. (St. 503); 1883 2s postal stationery card to Germany, cancelled by “Gerusalemme”
c.d.s. (St. 544) with Rabbi’s sender cachet in blue adjacent, card is aged; 1884 envelope from Jerusalem to Massachusetts
bearing 5s (defective corner) cancelled by c.d.s. and showing “United States Consulate/Jerusalem” circular cachet in blue
on reverse; 1886 envelope to the U.S. Consul in Jerusalem bearing 3s singles (2), canceled by “Jaffa” c.d.s. (St. 523); 1890
envelope from Jaffa to the Austro-Hungarian Consul in Jerusalem bearing 1pi on 10kr similarly canceled; three 1898-1904
envelopes from the U.S. to Jerusalem with Austrian P.O. arrivals; 1899 (Dec. 24) group of three last Christmas of 1800s
postcards each franked with 20pa on 5kr with “Betléem” and Jerusalem commemorative datestamps in violet; and 1906
postcard to Rischon le Zion bearing 5c on 5h pair canceled by “Jaffa/ Osterr. Post” c.d.s. and showing “Aus Jerusalem/
Oesterr.-Post” framed origin h.s. (St. 534) in violet adjacent, card damaged at top right; a few faults, mainly F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1031 )

German Offices, 1902 (Jan. 16), cover from Jerusalem to Wiesbaden, franked with 1900 10pa on 5pf to 25pi on 5m,
short set of 11 (#13, 14, 16-24B; Michel #12I, 13I, 15-23III), canceled by “Jerusalem/Deutsche Post” c.d.s.’s; the 5pi on
1m has a short perforation at top right, Very Fine, Steichele 231; with 2010 Jäschke-Lantelme certificate.

Estimate $200 - 250

1032 )

German Offices, 1912 (Apr. 9), cover from Rischon le Zion to Berlin, showing “Rischon le Zion/Durch Deutsche Post/
Bei Jaffa/Palestina” double-ring origin handstamp, and bearing 1pi on 20pf cancelled by “Jaffa/Deutsche Post” c.d.s.;
cover reduced at foot, F.-V.F., Steichele 221, 247.
Estimate $300 - 400

1033 )

German Offices, 1917 (May 26), Feldpost card datelined Gaza, to Germany, showing “Feldpost/Mil. Miss./Bir-esSeba/28-5-1917” c.d.s., Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 250

1034 )

German Offices, Postal History Assembly from Jaffa and Jerusalem, 1898-1914, much duplicated, comprising eight
covers, eight postcards, nine postal stationery cards, 14 postal stationery envelopes and nine wrappers, including 190507 postcards to Germany and the United States each franked with 20pa on 10pf cancelled at Jaffa with showing “Aus
Jerusalem/Deutsche Post” framed handstamp (St. 245) in violet and purple respectively, also cancellations on loose stamps
with three 1903-05 5p on 1m and a few unused postal stationery envelopes and cards, mainly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

Estimate $800 - 1,200

1031

1032

1033
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1035

EX 1036

1035 )

Italian Offices, 1918 (Nov. 25), Italian Detachment Field Post censored card from Jaffa to Italy, with a colorful tower
of Allied flags at right, showing “Distaccamento Italiano di Palestina/Commando” double-ring cachet in magenta and
“Army Post Office/SZ 47” c.d.s. (Nov. 26), Fine.
Estimate $200 - 250

1036 )

Russian Offices, 1896-1913, selection of incoming mail, comprising six covers and a postcard, from Barguzin-Zabaik,
Khabarovsk, Krementschuk, Moscow (2), Subalke, and another Russian town to Jerusalem; five show “Ropit/Ierusalem”
double-ring arrival datestamp, mainly Fine.
Estimate $250 - 300

1037 )

Russian Offices, 1899 (Mar. 28), cover from Jaffa to Hungary, arriving June 19, bearing 2k green cancelled by “Ropit/
Iaffa” double-ring datestamp in blue, Very Fine Printed Matter rate.
Estimate $200 - 250

1038 )

Russian Offices, 1906-12, eight parcel receipts and a postal receipt, all but last from Russia franked with 26 stamps, all
showing “Ropit/Iaffa” double-ring datestamp in violet and three with “Ropit/Ierusalem” double-ring datestamp in black;
a few small faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1039 )

Russian and French Offices, Postal History Collection, 1899-1913, comprising 15 covers and 13 postcards, including
1899 envelope to the U.S. bearing 2k, canceled by “Ropit/Yaffa” double-ring datestamp in blue; and 1903 postcard to
Jaffa bearing 4pa on 1k, canceled by “Ropit/Ierusalem” double-ring datestamp in blue, the 4pa used instead of 5pa due to
shortage of 5pa stamps (illustrated on p. 179 of the Bale catalog), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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PALESTINE DURING THE BRITISH MANDATE
POSTAGE DUE

1040

1040 Pa

1924, 4m scarlet, imperforate plate proof, (J8), lower left corner margin block of 4, in the color of the issued 8m, on
wove paper; sharp impression, fresh bright color; creasing and wrinkling mostly confined to sheet margins, F.-V.F. Bale
D.8(d).
Estimate $300 - 400

1041 )

Extensive Postal History Collection, 1918-48, comprising over 130 covers, cards or parcel receipts, with particular
strength in the 1918-20 typographed issues of the British Military Administration, bearing various issues with some nice
frankings, usages with some E.E.F. used outside Palestine, Military, Registered, censored, cancellations; destinations as
diverse as Chile and Finland, F.-V.F., see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

COLLECTIONS
1042 m

Mandate Postmark Collection, 1918-48, spanning five 8-page (16-side) stockbooks, an impressive array of town cancels
arranged alphabetically, uncommon IEF and TPO cancels, plus an extensive single-volume EEF holding grouped by
settings, overprint varieties, platings, etc.; strong duplication offers a potential treasure trove for the specialist, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1043 H/m

Specialized Mint and Used Collection, 1918-45, on homemade pages in three plastic binders plus a further binder of
stockpages; including 1918 (Feb. 10) 1p deep blue unused (2) and used, 1918 5m on 1p cobalt blue unused, 1918 (Mar.
5-May 13) 1p and 5m on 1p semi-specialized section with multiples and blocks unused and used, 1918 (July 18-Dec. 27)
typographed issue extensive stock with 9p blocks of four (3), 10p blocks of four (2) and corner block of eight, and 20p
block of four, all mint, and 1920 Jerusalem I overprint 1m to 20p used, and much, much more, F.-V.F., a solid sampling
offered on our website (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1044 H/)

“Palestine Exhibitions” Collection, 1907-68, in 2 volumesp, with over 60 covers or used cards showing special
cancellations or cachets, official picture postcards unused, bulletins, pamphlets, labels, entrance tickets, badges and a
medal, commencing with the 1907 “Palestine in London” Exhibition, and including the 1924 British Empire Exhibition
Palestine Pavilion, 1926-36 Levant Fairs with the very rare 1934 “Purely Arab Fair” slogan cancellation on a cover and
card, 1931 and 1937 Paris Colonial Exhibitions, 1939 New York World’s Fair, and later, mainly F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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1045 )

Collection of Mostly Incoming Mail, 1902-43, comprising over 40 covers or cards, many associated with Jewish
Charities (numerous related enclosures); origins include Czechoslovakia, Great Britain, Roumania, Russia, and the United
States, with Registered, censored and taxed; three covers from Palestine to the U.S. show Return to Sender handstamps;
also a few later covers not counted; some faults or stamps missing, otherwise Fine (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 600

1046 H/m)

Picture Post Card Compilation, 1900-30s, mostly unused collection of 120 postcards with real photo and color with
street scenes, villages and sea, Western Wall (9), churches, and mosques, mainly Fine, sampled online (photo on web site).

Estimate $300 - 400

1047 H/m/)

Postage Dues Specialized Collection, 1923-28, mint/unused and used specialized collection with eight covers or cards,
comprising 1923 1m block of eight and 2m and 8m corner blocks of six, all misperforated mint; 1924 1m to 5p overprinted
“Specimen” unused, o.g. (yellowed), 1m to 5p marginal or corner blocks of nine mint; and 1928 1m to 50m, three sets
of marginal or corner blocks of four, mint, 1m to 50m plate “1” corner pairs with controls mint, and 1m to 5om plate “1”
corner blocks of nine with controls unused, o.g.; the covers include mostly Third Issue usages with domestic and incoming
from Egypt, Great Britain, South Africa and the United States (2); some faults, mainly F.-V.F., fully imaged online (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

1048 )

Postal Stationery Collection, 1935-47, a selection of 15 items highlighted by ten covers franked with postal stationery
cut outs, seven envelopes bearing issued stamps in combination with stationery cut outs, including 1940 (July 26) censored
envelope from Haifa to the International Red Cross in Geneva bearing 2m Pictorial with 13m postal stationery cut out,
mainly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1049 H/m/)

Revenues, Extensive Collection, ca. 1918-54, collection of stamps and a wealth of different documents; the loose stamps
are mostly the 1927 large Courts Fees, and there are approximately 120 or so documents, including Land Transfer and/
or Application for Search, Marriage Certificate, Court Claims, Power of Attorney, Copy of Judgment, Witness Summons,
Revenue Tax Receipt, Coroner’s Request, Insurance certificates, checks, Savings passbooks, Wage Lists for Company
Workers, and Invoices; approximately 30 documents have embossed Revenues with one in combination with British
Consular Service stamps, mainly Fine, an interesting and diverse collection with unusual usages; see a sampling online
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

ISRAEL: FORERUNNERS AND INTERIM PERIOD
FRENCH OFFICES IN JERUSALEM

1050 HH/)
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EX 1050

1948, French Consular Post in Jerusalem, (Bale 127, 128, 128e), an impressive selection of this desirable and difficult
material, starting with a top left corner block of four of Bale #127, never hinged and signed Brun, followed by #128
single and lower left corner block of four; then we find #128 on a Consulate General, Jerusalem corner envelope (quite
possibly an Earliest Known Usage) and on a privately sent post card, plus an exceedingly rare #128e (overprint omitted;
approximately 15 recorded) on a Jaffa Consulate corner envelope, all tied by “Jerusalem/Postes Françaises” postmarks
(various dates); a final telegram regarding promoting a Rabbi’s candidature, Very Fine, a remarkable holding; see it all
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1051 H/)

Jewish National Fund Collection Formed by Dr. Abrham Polay, 1902-60, a noteworthy, largely mint collection of
stamps and labels, by one of the founders of the S.I.P.; housed in two Elbe Roosevelt albums, with proofs, booklets,
Interim overprints, covers, and many issues complete; includes 1902-07 Zion stamps in 5 blocks of four and larger; 1909
Herzl 5m imperforate color trials in six different colors; 1934 Kremeneyzky booklet (exploded); 1936 Dizengoff booklet
(exploded); 1936 Herzl brown booklet pane of 8 and similar pane of 4 in blue and booklet cover for 1938 issue; 1938
Religious Zionism six designs se-tenant in imperforate proof sheets of nine (2, in brown and blue respectively); 1941
Ussisshkin imperforate color trials (4); 1945 Hankin booklet (exploded); 1948 Alphabet red on gray complete sheet of
28; New York Office 1927-28 Zion booklet panes of 15 for both issues and booklet cover; 1938 Puzzle Map of Jerusalem
sheets of 12 in brown and in red and Puzzle Map of Eretz Israel sheets of 12 in brown and in green; Brazil Office 1944
Diaspora issue booklet pane cover and the 5 panes; and Interim period with 1948 “Doar” overprint on Jewish Sportsmen
10m complete sheet of 16; 1948 Jewish Brigade 10m overprinted “Doar” with Nahariya Local 1st issue imperforate 10m
tête-bêche pair used on 1948 (May 2) envelope to Haifa; 1948 overprinted “Doar” on Negev 5m to 50m and on Proposed
Jewish State 5m on local registered Haifa envelope; 1948 overprinted “Doar” on Development & Defense 50m and
Eliezer Ben Yehuda 2m block of four with Palestine 3m on 1949 (May 12) Registered Express envelope from Nesher
Yajur to Haifa; some age spotting, F.-V.F., the collection was exhibited at Ispex 1958 in Honor of the 10th Anniversary of
the State of Israel, see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

JEWISH NATIONAL FUND
1052 HHa

Collection of Jewish National Fund Mint Multiples, 1902-73, with stamps in complete sheets and multiples, plus
booklet panes, all housed in six volumes; includes 1902-07 Zion issues with three blocks of 20, blocks of 24, 40 and 50,
two strips of 10, one with handstamped “1” in violet, and block of 20 overprinted “Dienstmarke”, all with marginal imprint
tabs at left indicating different countries of sale; 1931 Youth in Eretz Israel and Map Puzzle photolitho issue comprising
seven complete panes of nine in various colors; 1937 Star of David “60” red on yellow sheetlet of 16; 1941 Herzl 2m
complete booklet of four panes of 16; 1945 Jewish Brigade “10” blue complete sheet of 20; 1945 Technion “10” green
complete sheet of 32; 1949 Galilee “10” red brown complete booklet of five panes of 16 with covers (front detached);
1947 Zionist Organization Jubilee “50” dark blue complete sheet of 25; 1948 Negev Pipeline without figures of value set
of three in complete sheets of 10; 1950 The Twelve Tribes in two complete sheets of 60, perforated and imperforate (very
rare) respectively; a tremendous assembly, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1053 )

Lovely Collection of JNF and Judaica Labels on cover, 1902-39, a binder neatly filled with 25 examples, from South
Africa to Sweden, Germany to Czechoslovakia, Austria to Yugoslavia, all bearing one or more labels; begins with a Star
of David label on reverse of an Austrian Feldpost cover, followed by a cover (South Africa to the US) and postal card
(Sweden to Denmark) each with 1902 Zion (Kaplove #3) labels, the cover singly, the card with a vertical strip of four;
these are followed by numerous Herzl issues (including overprinted “Dienstmarke”), pictorials, etc., with a pretty page
of Czech “Nuris” stamps mint (blocks of five or six), then several cards with their use one attempting to pay postage with
them from the 13th Zionist Congress, with Czech Postage Due affixed, etc.; some toning and usage wear, but uncommon
material, F.-V.F., see the lot in its entirety online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1054 H/m

Collection of Jewish National Fund Telegraph Forms, 1903-73, approximately 75 in total, unused and used, in two
binders and classified according to the Ladani catalog (1995), with a number unlisted; includes ca. 1903 telegram with
J.N.F. in German (A-1) used bearing 70 uncancelled examples of the Zion stamp; similar type of telegram but with J.N.F.
in Cyrillic used; 1905 telegram (unlisted but similar to A-5) from Wurzburg to Ansbach bearing Bavaria 5pf singles (2,
one partly torn away); ca. 1910 pair of telegrams (C-2) used, the former franked with approximately 40 Zion and 14 Herzl
“5” brown stamps and the latter from Breslau bearing 47 overlapping examples of the Herzl “1/2” to “5” Herzl stamps;
1923 telegram with J.N.F. in Hebrew (C-13) bearing 1918 (-) Herzl brown, illustrated in the Ladani catalog (page/fig. 55);
some faults/defects as to be expected, but generally F.-V.F. for these, one binder imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $750 - 1,000

1055 H

The All Things JNF Collection, four stockbooks holding stamps, labels, ribbons and more; one volume dedicated to the
1920-60 Famous Men issues, another to New York Office Holiday stamps and booklet panes; a third holds self-adhesive
labels, Worldwide Offices, Va’ad Ha’artzi, teaching/puzzle issues (some solved, some not) and tourist issues, while the
final book contains ribbon tags, and Flower Day and Tag Day receipts; duplication throughout, with paper, printing,
perforation, overprint and other varieties noted, F.-V.F., a strong holding worth review; see it all online (photo on web site).

Estimate $600 - 800
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1056

Jewish National Fund Stamps Used on School Diplomas, ca. 1925-94, a unique compilation of over 100 diplomas or
cards, each bearing one or more JNF stamps; majority, unsurprisingly, are from Mandatory Palestine and Israel, with both
state and religious schools represented, but the global JNF ties can be seen in that the collection starts off with a handsome
certificate from Czernowitz, Ukraine, followed by a 1925 Tel Aviv certificate franked by Kaplove #3, followed by a 1931
certificate from Plovdiv, Bulgaria, etc.; vast number of frankings and cancels to be had and we’re certain you’ll not find
another holding like this; forms range from pristine to foxed, as to be expected, but a magnificent gathering all the same,
F.-V.F. with much better throughout, imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1057 )

Jewish National Fund-franked Documents Collection, 1904-53, two binders holding more than 50 documents, telegrams,
and receipts mostly franked with J.N.F. stamps, with “Jewish Agency for Palestine” in Haifa; “The Provisional Committee
of the Jews of Eretz Israel”, “Jewish Cooperative Labour Association”, Jewish National Fund in Jaffa; “Township of
Tel Aviv”; and usages from Jewish communities and Zionist committees outside of Israel including Argentina, Austria,
Belgium, Germany, Poland, and Roumania; also 30 items of letter stationery with various printed letterheads used between
1929-60; some faults, mainly F.-V.F., an interesting assembly; see volume one online (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 600

1058 H

Fantastic Selection of Jewish National Fund Stamps, 1940-60, sensational holding neatly arranged in a 16-page
(32-side) G&K stockbook; covers an immense range of issues, with all but a handful mint; note several with “Doar”
handstamp, shades and paper types, imperforates, essays, proofs, offsets on reverse, partial offsets, double perforations,
gum and perforation varieties, imperforate proofs with tabs, color misregistrations, different settings printed together,
trial colors, etc., etc., with many, many items duplicated, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a stellar collection; imaged in full
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1059 )

Impressive Cover Compendium, 1948, 15 in total, all bearing Jewish National Fund labels as postage; various frankings,
including overprinted labels in conjunction with Palestine Pictorials, rate-overprinted stamps (5m, 10m, etc.), “DOAR”
overprints, etc.; note two covers “from Tsachor”, one a “Geneva Courier” cover from Switzerland to Tel Aviv via Haganah
plane, the other from Cyprus Internment camp to Tirat Tzvi via Affula; a multiple-franking to New York, Mandate cancels,
English- and Hebrew-language Interim cancels; most postally used, but several philatelic, including a cover from Kfar Ata
to Haifa bearing an invalid label paying an impossible 100m rate; surprisingly well-preserved, Very Fine, view the entire
lot online (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1060 HH/H

Collection of Mint Jewish National Fund Stamps, 1902-2000, including 1902-07 Zion issues in large blocks, some with
surcharges or overprints; 1937 Star of David rouletted in vertical strip of five with each cliché individually placed with
colored surround; and 1961-2000 issues specialized and replete with proofs, imperforates and errors, mostly never hinged,
Very Fine, see a sampling online (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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FORERUNNERS

EX 1061

1062

1061 E

1948, “Jerusalem Post” essays of 5m, 10m, and 25m in black, imperforate on newsprint, the set of three in blocks of
21, representing the complete sheet less a block of four; originally planned for issue on May 16, 1948; one 10m is slightly
defective at lower left corner, different degrees of creasing or folds, majority of stamps are F.-V.F., ex Pikovski Printing
House archives; each block with 2009 Tsachor certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800

1062 E

1948, Siege of Jerusalem, composite essay in green, for 5m, 10m, and 50m on glazed surface paper (187 x 129 mm),
designed by Ismar David, Very Fine; signed M. Marco.
Estimate $250 - 300

1063 H/m/)

Collection of Municipal and Kofer Hayovel Stamps for Tel Aviv, 1929-55, with approximately 80 documents, licenses,
receipts or cinema tickets, including Kofer Hayovel stamps on 25 documents or receipts with 100m and four pairs of 10m
on ca. 1938 receipt, and 50m on 1935 Certificate for completion of a building on Ben Yehudah Street, mainly F.-V.F., see
a sampling online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 600

1064 H/m/)

Keren Tel-Hai Specialized Collection, solid holding comprising single stamps mint and used, sheetlets mint in different
colors and two-color se-tenant printings, unissued stamps, town cancels, plus an impressive array of scarce Interim covers,
with both domestic and foreign usages; we note examples of panes of six with original blue “booklet cover” paper
attached, a complete 1937 Jabotinsky House booklet, usages on numerous invitations to events (Riga, London, etc.), and
much more, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 500
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1065

1065 P

1948, Proposed Jewish State, proofs, (Bale 29-31), large format proofs in black of 5m, 10m, and 50m labels (Kaplove
#925P-927P), with rounded corners and light pencil guide lines in corners, affixed to black card (117 x 98 mm), Very Fine,
rare, ; with 1985 Muentz certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350

1066 H/m/)

1948, Proposed Jewish State, specialized collection, (Bale 29-31), mint and used collection with approximately 100
covers or documents, with a wealth of mixed frankings, including J.N.F. Jewish State set of three labels without values in
complete sheets of 10 (Kaplove #925-927), never hinged, and Proposed Jewish State 10m brown overprinted by circular
“Doar” in complete sheet of 10 mint; 5m blue complete sheet of 10 used on local Haifa envelope; 5m with Herzl 10m
and Jewish Brigade 10m tied by “Minhelet Ha’am” double-ring handstamp of Ra’anana with “Raanana” Mandate c.d.s.
alongside on 1948 (May 2) Registered envelope to Hertsilya (first day of use of the Interim stamps); 5m pair and
single on separate 1948 (May-June 6) Official Registered Express local Nathanya envelopes additionally franked with
a spectacular array of other Interim issues as well as Mandate issue on one; 5m used on 1948 (May 5) Palestine 25m
Air Letter to London; 5m red overprint and 10m with Zionist Jubilee 5m and Ramat Gan 10m on envelope from Kfar
Behadraga to Tel Aviv; 5m red overprint with Herzl 2m vertical tête-bêche pair and single on envelope from Ma’abarot
to Tel Aviv; 5m strip of three with Jewish Brigade 10m on Registered envelope from Ramat Hasharon to Tel Aviv; 10m
singles (2) with Jewish Brigade 10m on Registered envelope from Kfar Yehezkel to Tel Aviv, registration label with town
name in manuscript; 10m singles (2) with Zionist Jubilee 5m and Herzl 2m (on reverse) on 1948 (May 3) Registered
envelope from Kefar Shemarayahu to Tel Aviv (May 4 arrival); 10m block of four from the lower left corner of the sheet
with two rows of double perforations on 1948 (May 11) Pardess Hanna local envelope; 50m block of four with Negev
Pipeline 50m on Registered envelope from Haifa to Nahariya (no arrival); and 50m horizontal pairs imperforate-between
and in right margin on separate Registered local Haifa envelopes, one additionally franked with 5m and 10m, F.-V.F., fully
imaged online (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1067 )

1948, Proposed Jewish State 5m blue, (Bale 29), along with Immigrant Ship 10m vertical pair (#23), on May 1948
cover, the stamps cancelled by “Doar/Minhelet Ha’am/Meshek Yagur” double-ring handstamp, with two further crisp
strikes on reverse, Very Fine, rare cancellation; with 2008 Edward Rosen letter of opinion. Bale $1,800.

Estimate $600 - 800
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1068

1069

1068 )

1948, Proposed Jewish State 5m blue, (Bale 29), on May 1948 envelope from Herzlia to Tel Aviv, the stamp canceled by
“Minhelet Ha’am” double-ring handstamp, showing Hebrew “To Pay” manuscript notation in red, with Palestine Postage
Due 4m (plate number “1” single) and 6m (corner example with serial number) applied on arrival and tied by “Tel Aviv”
c.d.s. of “5 MY 48”, the last day of the British Mandate; the cover underpaid by 5m and, therefore, taxed 10m double
deficiency, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 250

1069 )

1948, Proposed Jewish State, 5m, figure of value omitted, handstamped “5” overprint, (Bale 29c var), block of
four on May 13, 1948 Registered Tel Aviv local envelope, in combination with Palestine 10m vertical pair and single,
cancelled by “Tel Aviv” Mandate c.d.s., with another strike on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 300

1070 H/m/)

1948, Specialized “Parachutists” Mint and Used Collection, (Bale 35-41), plus nearly 60 covers and a document, with
13 covers bearing stamps without “Doar” overprints; commences with 1946 complete set of 56 stamps in eight strips
of eight (Kaplove #830-885), set of four labels without value, 10m blue and 10m brown labels in complete sheets of
35; 1946 printed-in-Austria 10m yellow brown booklet pane of eight labels (Kaplove #O94-O101); and then with 1948
Interim Period overprinted issue 10m blue strips of seven (2) with variety double perforations horizontally and vertically
respectively; 10m black and 10m olive strips of seven with Haifa circular overprints (Bale #35a-41a, 35c-41c); the covers
include various frankings of complete sets, mixed issue frankings with 1948 Registered Express local envelope bearing
10m blue with Bialik & Herzl 500m and Herzl 5m; 1948 Registered envelope from Ra’anana to Tel Aviv bearing 10m blue
vertical pair and Negev Pipeline 5m, canceled by “Minhelet Ha’am/Ra’anana” double-ring handstamp with “Raanana”
Mandate c.d.s. (May 11) alongside; 1948 Registered local Tel Aviv envelope bearing two 10m and Development &
Defense 5m, with addressee unknown and “return to sender” handstamp and framed “9 June 1948” handstamp (arrival?)
and “Minhelet Ha’am” double-ring handstamp of Kefar Hassidim canceling 10m olive on envelope to Tel Aviv and similar
type of handstamp of Givat Brener with “2 May 1948” canceling 10m olive on envelope to Tel Aviv, F.-V.F., an excellent
basis for further study and expansion; see the full offering online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1071 P

1948, Jerusalem I, overprints proof, (Bale 101-103), proofs of 5m, 10m, and 25m overprints on cream paper (80 x 105
mm), Very Fine; with 2008 Edward Rosen letter of opinion.
Estimate $250 - 350
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EX 1072

1073

1072 HHa

1948, Jerusalem I and II, complete sheets, (Bale 101-103, 104MS-106MS), comprising Jerusalem I 5m to 25m in
complete sheets of 10, and Jerusalem II 5m to 25m in complete sheets of 20, with “bet” marginal imprint and serial
numbers; the Jerusalem II 5m hinged in margin at top, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

1073 )

1948, Jerusalem I, 5m to 25m, (Bale 101-103), franking May 13, 1948 cover from Jerusalem to Pardess Hana, canceled by
“Doar/Minhelet Ha’am/Yerushalayim” double-ring “rosette” handstamp, the first day of use of the rosette cancellation;
a few small faults, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1074 HHa

1948, Jerusalem I, 5m red brown, perforation varieties, (Bale 101f, 101g), complete sheets of 10, the former sheet
containing two horizontal imperforate-between pairs and the latter sheet imperforate horizontally between stamps and
between stamps and top and bottom sheet margins; the second sheet has hinge remainders in top margin, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1075

1076

1075 m

1948, Jerusalem I, 10m blue, (Bale 102), on 1948 “Palestine Corporation Ltd.” Salary Sheet for the year, with five
Palestine Mandate 10m, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue 10m, Israel five examples of 1948 First Coins 10m
(3 different printings), 1948 New Year 10m, and two Revenue First Issue 10m, one of each stamp issue applied for
every month and canceled in manuscript, a few faults, nevertheless a fine and unusual surviving document.

Estimate $150 - 200

1076 )

1948, Jerusalem I, 10m blue, (Bale 102), franking May 1948 local Jerusalem cover, canceled by Jerusalem Old City
under Siege Type 3 cachet in violet prepared as souvenir; light age spot, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1077 )

1948, Jerusalem I, 25m brown, (Bale 103), on May 1948 Jerusalem local cover, canceled by Jerusalem Old City
under Siege Type 3 cachet in violet prepared as souvenir; light age spots, the stamp and cachet are Very Fine.

Estimate $350 - 400
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1078

1079

1078 HHa

1948, Jerusalem I, 25m brown, overprint misplaced, (Bale 103 var), complete sheet of 10, o.g., never hinged, on fresh
white paper; natural gum skips, Very Fine.
Estimate $120 - 150

1079 HHa

1948, Jerusalem I, 25m brown, albino overprint, (Bale 103e), complete sheet of 10, o.g., never hinged, nice color on bright
white paper; some tiny age spots on gum and trace of hinge remainder in top left margin, F.-V.F. Bale $1,500+.

Estimate $500 - 600

1080 P

1948, Jerusalem II, proofs of 5m, 10m, and 25m overprints, (Bale 104-106), printing forme of five for each, on cream paper
(157 x 105 mm); the 10m has light grease stain at right well clear of the overprint, Very Fine; signed Muentz.

Estimate $300 - 350

1081 )

1948 (June 15), Registered local envelope, (Bale 104), franked by Jerusalem II, 5m red brown (Bale #104) and J.N.F.
Jewish State blue on white paper pair (Kaplove #921), tied by “Doar/Minhelet Ha’am/Yerushalayim” double-ring
handstamp; the J.N.F. labels accepted as 20m postage, F.-V.F., rare mixed franking. 
Estimate $200 - 250
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EX 1082

1083

1082 HHa

1948, Jerusalem II, 5m to 25m, imperforate, (Bale 104b, 105a, 106a), with “bet” marginal imprint in and serial numbers,
the 5m is the low number “3”; the 5m has three small areas of light toning on gum, one of which affects one stamp, and the
25m has three inconsequential bluish discolorations in margins, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Bale $1,200 as singles.

Estimate $400 - 500

1083 )

1948, Jerusalem II, 5m red brown, double overprint, one inverted, (Bale 104e, 105), on cover to Tel Aviv, with 10m
blue, tied by “Doar/Minhelet Ha’am/Yerushalayim” double-ring handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1084 )

1948, Jerusalem II, 10m blue, (Bale 105), on May 23, 1948 flown cover endorsed “Doar Tsvai” (Army Mail) from a
convalescent home in Jerusalem to Tel Aviv; canceled on arrival by “Army Post Office/3” c.d.s. (day inserted by hand) in
purple; cover reduced on two sides, centrally folded vertically, and the stamp has light gum toning around perforations, Fine
for such a traveled cover, An excellent example of Jerusalem siege mail flown by the Air Force to Tel Aviv with the A.P.O.
3 c.d.s. applied during one of the first days of service of this Army Post Office; with 1985 Muentz certificate.

Estimate $350 - 400
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1085

1086

1085 )

1948, Jerusalem II, 10m blue, (Bale 105), on July 15, 1948 cover from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv; canceled by “Jerusalem”
trilingual c.d.s. of “15.7.1948”, the metal date slug presumably used on the afternoon of that day, whereas the rubber dater
was used on the 14th and morning only of the 15th; cover slightly reduced at right and with central vertical filing fold,
F.-V.F., only a couple of covers franked with the Jerusalem Locals and canceled by the metal date slug are known; with
1987 Tsachor certificate.
Estimate $350 - 400

1086 )

1948, Jerusalem II, 10m blue, (Bale 105), on 1948 envelope dropped in postbox at Jerusalem and mailed from Ramat
Gan to Tel Aviv; stamp uncanceled, around which pencil line with accompanying “T” has been drawn, indicating nonacceptance for postage on account of the stamp’s demonetization, and showing “Ramat Gan” trilingual dispatch c.d.s.
of “1.7.1948” the first day of use of this cancellation; light yellowing around the stamp which has a few short creases/
bends, Fine, highly unusual; signed Muentz.
Estimate $250 - 300

1087 H

1948, Jerusalem II, 10m blue, double overprint, one inverted, (Bale 105d), strip of five, tied by “Doar/Minhelet Ha’am/
Yerushalayim” double-ring handstamp on envelope, Very Fine; signed Tsachor. Bale $1,100 as used singles.

Estimate $400 - 500

1088 )

1948, Jerusalem II, 25m brown, (Bale 106), top margin single on May 14, 1948 local Jerusalem cover, canceled by
“Doar/Minhelet Ha’am/Yerushalayim” double-ring “rosette” handstamp, unframed datestamp and distinctive Jerusalem
Old City under Siege Type 2 cachet in violet; additionally tied by “14 May 1948” unframed datestamp, Very Fine, rare
surviving postally used example. 
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1089

1090

1089 )

1948, Jerusalem II, 25m brown, (Bale 106), tied on July 1948 Registered local envelope (with original contents dated
July 2, 1948)by “Jerusalem” oval bilingual Liberation datestamp, with two additional strikes on reverse; small restored
filing punch hole at far left, F.-V.F., only a couple of covers are recorded franked only by the Local issue with the Liberation
cancellation, the other known covers having Doar Ivri or mixed frankings; signed Tsachor.
Estimate $400 - 500

1090 HH

1948, Jerusalem III, 5m red brown, (Bale 107), o.g., never hinged, with gimmel marginal imprint in brown and serial
number “0460”; horizontal crease in outer extremity of margin at top as well as small fingerprint on gum also in top
margin, Very Fine. Bale $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

1091 HHa

1948, Jerusalem III, 5m red brown, (Bale 107MS), complete sheet of 25, with gimmel marginal imprint in brown and
serial number “0344”; fresh, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only; minor gum disturbance; lightly folded
along central horizontal row of perforations, Very Fine, illustrated in Shimony, Rimon and Karpovsky, Jerusalem and
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Safed Postal Services, p. 74; quite exceptional. Bale $3,500+.
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1092

1092 )

1948, Jerusalem III, 5m red brown, (Bale 107, 101), top margin single, with Jerusalem I 5m, both tied by “Jerusalem”
oval bilingual datestamp on 28 June 1948 local cover, Very Fine, rare mixed issue franking; signed Tsachor.

Estimate $200 - 250

1093 )

1948, Jerusalem Local overprints, outstanding collection, comprising approximately 130 covers or cards in two
binders, arranged by cancellation types with a tremendous array of frankings, including Jerusalem I first day usages, 5m
and 10m complete sheets of 10 (two such for 5m) used on separate 1948 (May 10) local envelopes; 5m (two examples)
and 10m canceled by “Minhelet Ha’am” double-ring handstamp in violet on separate 1948 (May 12) envelopes to Haifa
(2) and Tel Aviv, the Mea Sharim Branch Office cancel which was only applied in violet on May 12; Jerusalem II 5m
plate block of four and single on 1948 (May 13) local Registered envelope; 5m with Palestine 5m Pictorial on 1948 (May
14) local postcard; and a study of the Jerusalem “rosette” cancels on 30 envelopes and a front with dates from May 13,
1948 (first date of use) to June 20, 1948 (last date of use), with frankings including 5m pair from the top left corner of
the sheet with bet imprint and serial number, Courier covers (2) bearing 5m pair to Ein Hanatziv and 10m to Tel Aviv,
each canceled by “Tel Aviv” c.d.s., excellent selection of 12 First and Second Convoy Registered covers to various towns
including Herzlia, Kinneret, and Rehovot with arrival c.d.s., two including Kinneret not registered, “Jerusalem 16.5.1948”
commemorative cancellations on nine covers, “Jerusalem” oval bilingual datestamps on six covers, two with Israel First
Coins, one in combination with Jerusalem I 5m, Mahne Yehudah deformed Minhelet Ha’am double-ring handstamp on
three Registered covers, one being Second Convoy and another franked with Israel First Coins, Jerusalem trilingual c.d.s.
on 7 covers; and Jerusalem III 5m on seven covers and a card, three envelopes are mixed issue frankings from Jerusalem
(2) and Beit Hakerem to Rehovot with Israel Postage Due First Coins applied on arrival, some faults, but generally F.-V.F.,
an outstanding representative assembly; first volume imaged in full online (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1094 H/m/)

1948, Jerusalem Local overprints, specialized collection, mint and used with 18 covers; including Jerusalem I
overprints 5m to 25m in complete sheets of 10 never hinged (two 25m have thins); 5m sheet of 10 with vertical double
row of perforations; 5m top right corner horizontal strip of three with overprint sideways and misplaced resulting in center
stamp with overprint omitted; 10m sheet of 10 horizontally misperforated horizontally to foot, both never hinged; 10m
top margin vertical pair with inverted overprint unused; and varieties on cover with 5m overprint applied sideways and
only appearing in right margin of stamp on 1948 (May 10) Jerusalem Printed Matter envelope (illustrated in Shimony, p.
81); 5m vertical marginal pair imperforate horizontally with 10m and 25m on 1948 (May 10) local Registered Jerusalem
envelope; Jerusalem II overprints 5m to 25m plate blocks of four, never hinged, the 5m hinged in margin at top; and
10m imprint strip of five from the top of the sheet showing offset on gummed side (illustrated in Shimony, p. 77); and
Jerusalem III overprint 5m on local Jerusalem Red Cross envelope, and 5m with Jerusalem II 10m and 25m on local
Jerusalem envelope, mainly F.-V.F., an excellent nucleus for further specialization; see it in its entirety on our website
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
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EX 1095

1095 H/m/)

1948, Rishon Le Zion Local, specialized holding, (Bale 122-123), remarkable group of mint perforated and imperforate
stamps plus 24 covers; stamps include two examples of #122 (perforated), plus #123 (imperforate) as a single and complete
sheet of ten; the 24 covers run from April 6 (Second Day of service, only about 15 such covers known and bearing on
reverse the First Day usage of the Tel Aviv postmark as a receiver) through May 6 (the next-to-last day of service); 20
covers franked #122, four #123, nearly all plated, some with additional notes; April 6 cover stamped Tsachor on reverse,
#123 sheetlet with 1996 P.F. certificate; some toning to stamps on cover due to adhesive of no import, given this shortlived service, generally Very Fine, imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1096

1948, 10m Safed Local, forgeries collection, (Bale 124), Arie Ben-David’s original, entire collection, on quadrille
pages mounted by Sam Ray, and part of Ben-David’s multiple-award winning Safad Collection exhibit; each of the
printings, with their sub-types, is present and fully annotated, the additional hand-drawn details impressively clear and
immensely useful; includes singles, pairs, sheetlets of six, plus an example of the original paper source for the first printing
setting; a lovely and difficult-to-duplicate holding, Very Fine, specialist’s delight; see it all online (photo on web site)

Estimate $400 - 600

1097 H/m/)

Kofer Hayishuv Collection, 1939-49, (Bale 129-138), with more than 80 documents and receipts, 14 covers and a card
(Mar. 1945 British Field Service redirection) spanning the Mandate, Interim, and early Statehood periods; includes an
array of interesting usages and mixed frankings, mainly Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1098 m/)

Collection of Kofer Hayishuv and Municipal Revenues on Cinema Tickets, 1936-45, (Bale 129-138), approximately
65 cinema tickets in all, from Herzliya, Jerusalem, Petach Tikwa, Ra’anan, Ramat Gan, and Tel Aviv, franked with
Palestine Pictorials and Revenues, Kofer Hayishuv and Municipal stamps; also an unused ticket for “Gone with the Wind”
at Ramat Gan and three later (Israel) tickets, mainly Fine, a remarkable assembly of this esoteric subject, representing a
unique record of the social history of the Mandate period; see them all online (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 500

1099 E

1948, “Army Post” Military Stamp, essays and proofs, five composite color proofs of 5m to 50m in strips of four
different stamp designs on wove paper, in turquoise, ultramarine, olive green, violet, and brick red; the ultramarine strip
has a few light age spots, with 1984 Michael Bale certificate; also four composite photographic essays and single essay
of approved and rejected designs with different values, the composite essays with 1982 Muentz certificates, Very Fine, a
unique assembly. 
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

EX 1099

These proofs for military stamps were prepared from designs of the artist Otta Wallish at the request of the Head of the
Israeli Army Postal Service in June 1948. It is believed that only one sheet of 20 color trials, from which the above strips
were cut, was printed by Messrs. Lewin and Epstein. Although the designs were accepted as stamps for use on Military
mail, the project was dropped and the proposed stamps never reached the printing stage, since it had been decided that
Military mail would be postage free.
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1100

1101

1100 E

1948, “Army Post” Military Stamp, artwork for First Day Cover, artist’s watercolor and pencil drawing of official
FDC containing the four tabbed designs, in different colors without values; duplex cancellation in black, the proposed
cachet with Biblical quotation; designer’s measurements of the proposed envelope in pencil, on card (196 x 154 mm),
signed by the artist O. Wallish in Hebrew, Very Fine, unique and exquisite; with 1999 Muentz certificate.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

1101 E

1948, “Army Post” Military Stamp, artwork for First Day Cover, artist’s watercolor and pencil drawing of official
FDC bearing 15m ultramarine Menorah design, on card (198 x 155 mm.), duplex cancellation in black, with cachet
in black ink and green background, designer’s measurements of the proposed envelope in pencil, color daubs for each
denomination at lower right corner; signed by the artist O. Wallish in Hebrew, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 600

1102 E

1948, “Army Post” Military Stamp, artwork for First Day Cover, artist’s watercolor and pencil drawing of official
FDC bearing 50m red Army Emblem design, on card (198 x 154 mm), duplex cancellation in black, with cachet in
black ink and green background, designer’s measurements of the proposed envelope in pencil, color daubs for each
denomination at lower right corner; signed by the artist O. Wallish in Hebrew, Very Fine, unique and exquisite.

Estimate $500 - 600

1103 HH

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, choice never hinged selection with varieties, (Bale 1-5), including
5m to 100m blocks of four, imperforate; 5m horizontal pair with tabs, imperforate; 20m and 100m blocks of four, both
marginal, imperforate; 20m + 100m se-tenant in two horizontal pairs, one with 20m slightly superimposed and têtebêche, imperforate; 20m + 100m strip of six comprised of 20m strip of three se-tenant with 100m strip of three with 20m
superimposed design, and imperforate; 100m vertical pair with double horizontal perforations across top stamp, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1104

1105

1104 P a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 5m, proof, (Bale 1), imperforate plate proof in black of 5m on
newsprint from the Pikovski Printing House, in a complete sheet of 50, comprising two interpanneau blocks of 25; a few
marginal faults, Very Fine; with 2008 Tsachor certificate.
Estimate $400 - 500

1105 (H) a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 5m pale red brown and coffee brown, imperforate, (Bale 1e, 1f,
1 var), block of 30, on newsprint, with the two shades se-tenant in blocks of 15 forming the lower three rows of the sheet
with full margins on three sides (truncated at lower left); unused; stain in sheet margin at lower right, unused without gum,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 500

1106 HH a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 5m red brown, (Bale 1, 1a), plate block of 21, comprising the lower
right corner of the sheet with full tabs, the left hand vertical block of six has double impression with the second impression
superimposed inverted; fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1107 HH a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 5m red brown, (Bale 1), plate block of 30, comprising the complete
lower three rows of the sheet with full tabs; lightly folded vertically along middle row of perforations, small stain in
margin between first and second stamps and another one affecting the first tab, otherwise fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1108

1109

1108 (H) a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 5m red brown, imperforate, (Bale 1e, 1e var), block of 30, on
newsprint, comprising two blocks of 15, with one block inverted (tête-bêche), forming the lower three rows of the sheet
with full margins on three sides, unused without gum, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1109 P

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 10m & 50m proofs, (Bale 2, 4), die proofs of enlarged designs (as
issued) of the 10m and 50m essays in black, on glazed surface paper (38 x 52 mm); mounted on separate cards, Very Fine;
both signed Martin.
Estimate $250 - 300
This issue was quickly withdrawn from use after only two or so months, because the design of the map differed from the
United Nations 1947 Partition map. Surviving mint examples are scarce, and the plate blocks are particularly elusive.

EX 1110

1111

1110 m a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 10m green, (Bale 2), with blocks of ten from the left and right sides
of the sheet respectively, in combination with Kofer Hayishuv 5m blue blocks of ten (2, Bale #132), cancelled by “14 Jun
1948” unframed datestamp in violet, on reverse of “The Anglo-Palestine Bank Limited” document; a few minor creases
and one 10m stamp has small defect, F.-V.F., an appealing mixed usage of the Jewish Community Tax labels and the
People’s Treasury Revenues.
Estimate $150 - 200

1111 (H)

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 20m pale orange and 100m lavender, imperforate, (Bale 3d,
5a-5c var), on newsprint, block of ten with two impressions of 100m blocks of ten superimposed on the 20m, the 100m
double impression has one impression (purple) inverted; light vertical crease crosses one row of 100m and there are light
horizontal bends, unused without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 250
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1112

1113

1112 H a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 20m pale orange and deep orange, imperforate, (Bale 3d, 3e,
3e var), interpanneau block of 18, from the foot of the sheet with the two shades se-tenant in blocks of nine, one block
inverted (tête-bêche);creased in interpane margin, large part o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1113 HH a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 20m and 100m lavender, imperforate, (Bale 3d, 5a-5c var), block
of 30 with the values se-tenant in blocks of 15, forming the lower two rows of the sheet with full margins on three sides;
the 100m is double impression with one impression (purple) inverted; slight offset on reverse, light vertical crease crosses
one row of 100m, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, fresh.
Estimate $350 - 400

1114 HH a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 20m pale orange and deep orange, imperforate, (Bale 3d, 3e, 3e
var), block of 30, with the two shades se-tenant in blocks of 15 forming the lower three rows of the sheet with full margins
on three sides; a few inconsequential surface faults and wrinkles/creasing, one resulting in tear at foot which just affects
one stamp, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 400

1115 HH a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 20m and 100m lavender, imperforate, (Bale 3d, 5a var), block
of 80 comprising central 20m block of 35 (7 x 5) se-tenant with 100m vertical strip of 14 (first vertical row trimmed)
and block of 35 on left and right side respectively, half of 20m design superimposed with half of 100m design on both
sides and interpanneau 20m vertical strip of five with impressions inverted (tête-bêche); folded/creased vertically and
horizontally rather heavily mostly between stamps, gum faults in large interpane margin, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., a
remarkable multiple.
Estimate $400 - 500

1116 HH a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 20m pale orange and 100m lavender, imperforate, (Bale 3d, 5a
var), block of 20 with the values se-tenant in blocks of ten, forming the lower two rows of the sheet with full margins on
three sides; one 20m has small inclusion and there is a light gum bend at foot barely affecting three stamps; fresh, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1117

1118

1117 P a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 50m, proof, (Bale 4), block of 25, imperforate plate proof in black
of 50m on glazed surface paper, from the Pikovski Printing House; some creasing and tiny surface faults as to be expected
for such a large surviving archival item, appears Very Fine; signed Tsachor.
Estimate $300 - 400

1118 HH a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 50m dark red, (Bale 4), plate block of 30, comprising the complete
lower three rows of the sheet with full tabs; some splitting in lower horizontal row of perforations, minor gum disturbance
in lower right corner of selvage, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 250

1119 m

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 50m dark red vertical imperforate-between pair, (Bale 4 var),
with 50m strip of three pen-canceled on 1948 (Nov. 28) legal document, plus 50m single separated from a vertical
imperforate-between pair with two 100m and Israel Revenue 250m (Bale #4 var, 5, Rev.12) pen-canceled on 1949 (Jan.
17) legal document, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 250

1120 P a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 100m, proof, (Bale 5), imperforate plate proof in black of 100m on
newsprint from the Pikovski Printing House, in a complete sheet of 50 (two interpanneau blocks of 25); two stamps at
right with natural creasing (“pli accordéon”) at outer right, creased in margin at left and small defect in black margin at
top, Very Fine; with 2008 Tsachor certificate.
Estimate $450 - 550
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1121

1121 HH a

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenue, 100m lavender, (Bale 5), plate block of 12, o.g., stamps never
hinged, hinged in selvage only; a few creases in sheet margins and some splitting in sheet margin at right as well as lower
horizontal row of perforations largely split, reinforced in margins, Very Fine.
Estimate $120 - 150

1122 H

1948, Jerusalem Siege (“Otzar Ha’am”) Revenues, collection of usages on document, an assembly of 39 legal
documents, receipts or cinema tickets, with an excellent range of frankings, numerous mixed with Israel, including 1948
(Aug. 2) document bearing 10m vertical strip of five with Israel 50m block of eight and single (Bale #2, REV.7); 1948
(Aug. 22) Migdal Insurance Co. document bearing 10m, 20m and Kofir Hayishuv 50m; 1949 (Feb. 9) Bail Bond document
(printed Palestine form of 1936) bearing 100m with Israel 20m, 100m and 500m (Bale #5, REV.4, Rev.11, Rev. 13); and
1949 (Nov. 1) loan document bearing 100m with Israel 10m (2) and 20m pair and two singles, with white and gray paper
for 20m (Bale #5, Rev. 3, Rev. 4), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 600

1123 H/m/)

Interim Period Philatelic and Postal History Collection, 1948, a single binder filled with mint and used stamps plus
47 covers; stamps include Jewish National Fund labels with various “DOAR” handstamped overprints with mint singles,
strips, blocks and complete sheetlets, along with used examples on- and off-paper; most regular postage, but includes
one three-row blackcard of Airmail issues; covers include many Registered examples from a variety of cities, offering
single and mixed frankings, numerous rates (one or two noted “impossible”), several with scarce stamps on-cover, even
one franked by stamps with forged overprints; some perforation toning to on-cover stamps, but generally clean, F.-V.F.
with better throughout, an exquisite collection of difficult material; imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750

1124 H/)

Northern Galilee Interim Period Specialized Collection, 1948, approximately 40 covers, all neatly arranged and many
annotated, illustrating the various delivery means used during the turbulent pre-State period, including solid holdings
of each Nahalal Emergency Post issues, Safad issues, Haifa Messenger Service covers, extensive Nahariya covers
and stamps, etc.; a wide range of frankings throughout, including Haifa Messenger Post label with four 10m Palestine
Pictorials; various Palestine Pictorials privately overprinted “Government Tohuvohu” (“Government in Chaos”), one tied
with Great Britain 2d orange by British FPO cancel; Boat Mail from the Western Galilee; a trio of Safad forgeries; mint
Nahalal, Afulah and Tiberias “Emergency Post” stamps (originals plus a handful of forgeries/counterfeits), and more, Very
Fine overall, a fascinating study; see it all on our website (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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ISRAEL
REGULAR ISSUES

EX 1125

EX 1126

1125 P

1948 First Coins complete, Ministry of Communications proof sheets, (Bale 1-9), three black proof sheets of complete
issue on glazed surface paper, with serial numbers “1402”, “1812”, and “2386”, Very Fine, there were 4,000 sheets
produced and distributed with the first issue of Habulai Ha’Ivri, the philatelic journal; the first signed by Tsachor. Scott
1-9.
Estimate $150 - 200

1126 HH a

1948 First Coins complete, (Bale 1-9), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged; the 250m has marginal corner crease
and the 500m has defective perforation in left sheet margin, the others Very Fine. Bale $4,135. Scott 1-9.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1127 )

1948 First Coins complete, collection of over 100 covers, (Bale 1-9), with an excellent range of frankings, cancellations,
rates and usages; commencing with a specialized section of 30 envelopes bearing 3m with tabs including multiples,
settings and types identified as well as special cancels; 10m perf 13/4 with 20m on scarce Printed Matter rate postcard
plus 10m perf 103/4 with 50m on Airmail envelope, both to the U.S.; 50m late usage (Dec. 1952) on envelope from Hadar
Ramatayim to Haifa; and 250m to 1000m cancelled by special Haifa datestamp (May 13, 1949) on two local envelopes,
generally F.-V.F., see a sample online. Scott 1-9 (photo on web site).
Estimate $700 - 800
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1128 H/m

1948 First Coins complete, specialized collection, (Bale 1-9), with shades, papers, perforations, multiples, and varieties;
including Ministry of Communications four black proof sheets of complete issue on glazed surface paper, all with reduced
margins; plus issued (mint unless otherwise stated) 3m block of 20 (10 x 2) with tabs comprising the lower two rows
of the sheet; 3m vertical pairs imperforate-between (4, one with tab); 3m rouletted horizontal pair with tabs imperforate
vertically (minor faults, with 1986 Tsachor certificate); 3m rouletted horizontal marginal strip of 10 with spectacularly
misaligned horizontal rouletting; 3m horizontal pairs (3, one used) with tabs showing double perforations between stamp
and tabs or in tab; 5m and 10m plate blocks of four with double horizontal perforations between stamps and margin at
top; 10m block of 20 (10 x 2) with wrong tabs comprising the lower two rows of the sheet and similar block of 10; 15m
perf 103/4 with tab (regummed); 15m printed on gum side (2006 Doron Waide certificate); 50m block of four, vertical pair
and single all with tabs, one stamp in each with plate flaw; high values used, and Postage Dues; also forgeries, mainly
F.-V.F., see a sample online. Scott 1-9 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1129 )

1948 First Coins complete, collection of approximately 50 Official Government First Day Covers, (Bale 1-9),
including envelope bearing perf 10 x 11 3m plate block of four serial number “1209”; four envelopes bearing 3m to 50m
with the 15m on each being perf 103/4 (Bale #4e, one signed Tsachor); three envelopes bearing 3m to 50m with tabs; five
envelopes bearing 3m to 1000m, one with “Matnat Zikaron” imprint; and one envelope bearing 250m to 1000m with
marginal slug or stars; a few small faults, but mainly F.-V.F. Scott 1-9 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1130 )

1948 First Coins complete, collection of over 100 Unofficial First Day Covers, (Bale 1-9), noteworthy for a wide range
of usages, frankings (some mixed with Interim issues), and numerous towns; Mandate cancellations with Maoz Hayim
(unaddressed, signed Tsachor) and Nesher Yajur Registered envelope to Haifa bearing 5m and 10m; some envelopes also
have cachets; the frankings include four envelopes bearing 1m to 50m with tabs, two have perf 10 x 11 3m and 10m (one
with 1981 S.I.P. certificate), and envelope from Nahalal to Tel Aviv bearing rouletted 10m; a few faults, generally F.-V.F.,
see a sampling online. Scott 1-9 (photo on web site).
Estimate $450 - 550

1131 )

1948 First Coins complete, two First Day Covers, (Bale 1-9), on 1948 (May 16) unaddressed cacheted First Day
Covers, one with “Matnat Zikaharon” imprint, Very Fine. Bale $570. Scott 1-9.
Estimate $150 - 200

1132 )

1948, 3m-50m First Coins with tabs, collection of approximately 95 covers, (Bale 1-6), with different papers and tab
types, multiple frankings with many Registered, including complete set on First Day Cover; 5m block of 12 (4 x 3) from
the lower right corner of the sheet, Setting C, on 1948 local Tel Aviv Registered envelope; 10m and 50m both with wrong
tabs used together with normal tabs of both values on two similar 1948 Registered envelopes; 15m with wrong tabs used
on five separate envelopes; 50m with tabs used on 15 covers including 50m on gray paper with 15m on 1948 envelope
from Petah Tikwa to the U.S.; and 50m tab Type 11 (rare) used with 14 values of three different issues on 1949 envelope
from Haifa to New York, F.-V.F. Scott 1-6 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1133 )

1948, 3m-50m First Coins, specialized cover selection, (Bale 1-6), 40 in all, including 20 postally used plate block
covers (ex Pildes), plus a scarce group on Tsachor Auction pages; numerous Registered and Airmail covers, foreign
destinations, local Printed Matter rate, double rate and double addressed items, mixed frankings, tabs, two rare 15m perf
103/4 First Day Covers, an Official printed envelope from Kfar Ata, a Provisional Government corner card cover, etc.;
some toning to be found, but generally sound, F.-V.F. or better, see them all on our website. Scott 1-6 (photo on web site).

Estimate $750 - 1,000

EX 1131
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1134 )

1948, 3m-50m First Coins, on approximately 50 covers, (Bale 1-6), plate blocks of four; covers including 3m to 50m
on two 1948 (May 16) First Day envelopes; 20m (Group 126) and 50m (Group 138) on 1948 (May 16) First Day envelope
from Ramat Gan to Tel Aviv canceled by Mandate c.d.s.; and 50m (Group 141) with 15m tab singles (2, one with wrong
tab) on 1949 (Feb. 14) local Jerusalem Registered Express envelope canceled by commemorative datestamp, generally
F.-V.F. Scott 1-6 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1135 )

1948, 3m-50m First Coins, postal history selection, (Bale 1-6), a collection of approximately 45 covers, canceled by
Mandate c.d.s.’s with an excellent range of towns, including 1948 (June 11) Palestine postal stationery card Registered
from Affula to Haifa bearing 3m to 10m with tabs in combination with Interim Proposed Jewish State 10m, and one
envelope from Kinneret to Tel Aviv bearing 3m to 10m mixed franking with Palestine 10m; a few faults and one Registered
high franking has a stamp removed, Fine, fully imaged online. Scott 1-6 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1136 )

1948, 3m-50m First Coins, First Day Cover, (Bale 1-6), with tabs on 1948 (May 16) three unaddressed cacheted First
Day Covers, each cover with complete franking; two covers with 10m perf 10 x 11, one misperforated; the stamps on the
third cover have a few lightly foxed perforations, F.-V.F. Scott 1-6.
Estimate $150 - 200

1137 )

1948, 3m-50m First Coins, First Day Cover, (Bale 1-3, 4e-6), with tabs, the 15m is rough perf 103/4 with scarce Type
2 tab, on 1948 (May 16) unaddressed First Day Cover cancelled by “Tiberias” Mandate c.d.s.; the 20m and 50m have
negligible traces of ageing on a few perforations, Very Fine; with clear 2007 Tsachor certificate (“very fine condition”).
Scott 1-6.
Estimate $300 - 400

1138 HH

1948, 3m First Coins, (Bale 1), perf. 11 on thin yellow paper with tabs, o.g., never hinged, Setting A2, strip of ten
comprising the complete bottom row of the sheet, tab Types 1, 1a, 1aa, 1b and 2; one stamp has insignificant spot of gum
disturbance, Very Fine. Scott 1.
Estimate $120 - 150

1139 )

1948, 3m First Coins, (Bale 1), tied by “Jerusalem” experimental duplex on 1949 (Feb. 21) unaddressed envelope; light
ageing around stamp, Very Fine strike, among the rarest of the Jerusalem cancels. Scott 1.
Estimate $250 - 300
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1140

1140 )

1948, 3m First Coins, imperforate vertically, (Bale 1 (FCV503.2)), rouletted, horizontal strip of three, with 3m pair
with tabs perf 11, and 10m with tab perf 10 x 11, tied by “Tel Aviv” trilingual c.d.s. on 1948 (May 21) local envelope, Very
Fine. Scott 1.
Estimate $200 - 300

1141 HH/H a

1948, 3m First Coins, (Bale 1), Gr. 2//15, plate blocks of 4 or larger, a collection of approximately 150, F.-V.F. or better.
Bale $2,575+. Scott 1 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1142 HH a

1948, 3m First Coins, (Bale 1), group of six complete sheets of 100, comprising three perf 11 sheets (Bale #1), one each
Group 7 (Plate #13188), Group 9 (18534) and Group 13 (28898); a rouletted sheet (Bale #1c, Group 5, Plate #8255); a
perf 10 x 11 sheet (Bale #1d, Group 3, Plate #3743), plus a remarkable additional perf 11 sheet with each stamp position
noted at bottom, and plate varieties for each cliche noted by arrows even delineating the tab Types (and errors); generally
fresh and clean; the plating sheet toned with perforation separations and plate number selvage missing, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine overall, a wonderful find for the First Issue specialist; see all the sheets online. Bale approximately $880. Scott
1 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

1143 )

1948, 3m First Coins, specialized postal history collection, (Bale 1), comprising more than 100 covers, cards or
receipts, with varieties, cancellations, and rates, including 3m imperforate between stamp and sheet margin at right (Bale
#FCV77) with 5m to 15m on 1948 (May 16) Registered envelope from Tel Aviv to Rehovoth (signed Tsachor); 3m
vertical imperforate-between pair with tab (Bale #FCV128) canceled by “Hertseliya” Mandate c.d.s. on part front; 3m
with tab, variety double perforation between stamp and tab, with 5m and 10m with tabs on 1948 (May 16) unaddressed
First Day envelope, canceled by “Natanya” Mandate c.d.s.; 3m to 10m rouletted with tabs (Bale #1c-3c) on 1948 (June 10)
Registered envelope to Haifa canceled by “Geryat Amal” Mandate c.d.s.; cancellations with “Jerusalem” oval datestamp
(6 covers), “Minhelet Ha’am” double-ring handstamp for Jerusalem and Safed canceling stamps on two postcards (the
latter with 1982 Muentz certificate), and other Mandate c.d.s.’s; also Taxed mail, a wealth of Printed Matter usages, and
some overseas usages, generally F.-V.F. Scott 1 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1144 H a

1948, 3m First Coins, (Bale 1 (Group 6.3)), perf 11 on transparent paper, plate block of 4, plate number “1” and
serial number “11667”; clear, bright color and freshness; negligible inclusion and a few minute toned specks on gum,
nevertheless Very Fine; with 2007 Doron Waide certificate. Bale $3,000. Scott 1.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
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1145

1146

1145 HH a

1948, 3m First Coins, imperforate vertically and in right margin, (Bale 1 (FCV503.1)), perf. 10 x 10, lower left corner
block of 6, with tab Types 1, 1aa and 1a; characteristic light color “dry printing”; a few light fingerprints, trivial orange
offset on lower left stamp, and a few insignificant traces of age spots on gum, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a great rarity,
from the only recorded sheet (serial number “5887”) with this variety; with 2011 Tsachor certificate. Scott 1.

Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

1146 HH a

1948, 3m First Coins, (Bale 1 (Group 12)), perf 11 on thin yellow paper, plate block of 4, plate number “1” and serial
number “28806”; deep color; hinged in margin at top, Very Fine. Bale $2,000. Scott 1.
Estimate $500 - 600

1147 )

1948, 3m-10m First Coins, rouletted, (Bale 1c-3c), corner margin blocks of four with tabs, on four 1948 (June-July)
Registered envelopes from Tel Aviv to Rishon le Zion, Hadera, Tel Mond, and Hertzelia; the 3m cover with additional 3m
and 5m; the 5m cover with additional 5m; and there are two covers each franked with 10m block of four from the lower
left and lower right corner of the sheet respectively, Very Fine. Scott 1a-3b.
Estimate $250 - 350

1148 )

1948, 3m-50m First Coins, First Day Cover, (Bale 1c, 2, 3d, 4, 5d, 6), with tabs, on 1948 (May 16) unaddressed
cacheted First Day Cover; the 3m rouletted, and the 10m and 20m both perf 10 x 11, Very Fine. Scott 1-6.

Estimate $150 - 200
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1149

1150

1149 )

1948 First Coins complete, First Day Cover, (Bale 1d, 2, 3d-8a, 9), with tabs, on 1948 (May 16) unaddressed cacheted
First Day Cover; the 3m and 10m are perf 10 x 11, the 500m with tab perforated at foot and the 1000m has short tab;
the 250m has small perforation fault in tab at lower right, Very Fine; with clear 2004 Tsachor certificate (“very fine
condition”). Scott 1-9.
Estimate $400 - 500

1150 )

1948, 3m-1000m First Coins, First Day Cover, (Bale 1d, 2, 3d-9), on 1948 (May 16) unaddressed cacheted First Day
Cover; the 50m is from the right of the sheet with imperforate in right margin variety (Bale #FCV88), the 3m and 10m
are perf 10 x 11, Very Fine; with 1978 H. Müntz certificate. Scott 1-9.
Estimate $250 - 300

1151 )

1948, 3m-1000m First Coins, First Day Cover, (Bale 1d-9), on 1948 (May 16) Registered First Day Cover to
Rosh Pinna (May 20), via Haifa (May 18); canceled by “Benei Beraq” Mandate c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott 1-9.

Estimate $200 - 250

1152 )

1948, 3m First Coins, imperforate in right margin, First Day Cover, (Bale 1d (FCV78)), perf 10 x 11, with normal
single, both tied by “Ramat Gan” Mandate c.d.s. on 1948 (May 16) First Day cacheted unaddressed envelope, Very Fine;
with 1983 S.I.P. certificate. Scott 1.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1153

1154

1153 )

1948, 3m First Coins, First Day Cover, (Bale 1f), perf 10 x 10 single with tab, the tab the unique Type 2 which
occurs only once in each tab row of ten; vivid color, tied by “Maarbarot” Mandate c.d.s. on 1948 (May 16) First Day
unaddressed envelope, Very Fine, exceptionally rare especially so with the Type 2 tab as Maarbarot was one of only five
or six localities in which this stamp was sold; with 1982 Muentz certificate. Bale $2,000 as used single. Scott 1.

Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

1154 )

1948, 3m First Coins, First Day Cover, (Bale 1f), perf 10 x 10 single with tab, 3m orange plus 5m and 20m, all with
tabs, on 1948 (May 16) local First Day envelope canceled by “Haifa” trilingual c.d.s.; the 5m has small defect at upper
right, the rare perf 10 3m is Very Fine; with 2004 Tsachor certificate. Bale $2,000 as used single. Scott 1.

Estimate $800 - 1,000

1155 )

1948, 3m First Coins, First Day Cover, (Bale 1f), perf 10 x 10, vertical strip of five with tab, crisply tied by “Haifa”
trilingual c.d.s. on 1948 (May 16) First Day envelope; the tab, which has vertical tear, has been folded over the front and
back of the cover, Fine appearance, a great rarity on cover, Bale $ 2,000 as used single, listed as R. Scott 1.

Estimate $400 - 500

1156 HH/H a

1948, 5m First Coins, (Bale 2), Gr. 16//60, plate blocks of 4 or larger, a collection of approximately 200 plate blocks of
four or larger, including five plate blocks of four from Group 62, F.-V.F. or better. Bale $6,060+. Scott 2 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

1157 HH/H a

1948, 10m First Coins, (Bale 3), Gr. 63//93, plate blocks of 4, a collection of approximately 190, including serial number
“38,733” from Group 62; minor faults, F.-V.F. or better. Bale $2,880+. Scott 3 (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800
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EX 1158

1159

1158 H

1948, Yehuda, 15m essays, in red, blue and black, a set of three souvenir sheets with marginal imprints dated “5.4.1948”;
the blue and red sheets on gummed paper, the black sheet on white glazed paper; the blue sheet has 2.5 mm tear in margin
at foot, otherwise fresh, Very Fine. Bale ED9a-ED9c; $750.
Estimate $500 - 600

1159 H

1948, 15m First Coins, imperforate between stamp and tab, (Bale 4 (FCV38)), perf 10æ, in a vertical pair from the left
of the sheet, rough perforations, fresh; hinged in sheet margin and top stamp, the lower stamp has slight gum disturbance,
F.-V.F.; with 1996 Bale certificate. Bale $2,000. Scott 4.
Estimate $500 - 600

1160 HH a

1948, 15m First Coins, (Bale 4), perf 11 on thin yellow paper, plate block of 4, Bale Group 99, plate number “1” and
serial number “7131”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Bale $1,100. Scott 4.
Estimate $350 - 400

1161 HH/H a

1948, 15m First Coins, (Bale 4), Gr. 94//119, plate blocks of 4 or larger, a collection of approximately 120 plate
blocks, including perf 103/4 serial number “1875”, from Group 95 (hinged), and serial number “06895” from Group 98;
minor faults, mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. with better throughout. Bale $3,950+. Scott 4 (photo on web site).

Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1162

1163

1164

1162 HH a

1948, 15m First Coins, (4), perf 11, plate block of 10 containing horizontal imperforate-between pairs and double vertical
row of perforations between pairs, the imperforate-between pairs are from columns 7-8 of the sheet and the double
perforation variety is between columns 9-10; plate number “1” and serial number “0576”; wonderfully fresh, o.g., stamps
never hinged, hinged in selvage only, Very Fine and choice. Bale 4.
Estimate $500 - 600

1163 )

1948, 15m First Coins, horizontal imperforate-between pair, (Bale 4 (FCV24)), perf 11, tied by “Tel Nordau, Tel
Aviv” Mandate c.d.s. on 1948 (May 31) local Registered envelope, with trilingual c.d.s. (May 31) and arrival c.d.s. (June
1) on reverse; central vertical filing fold, Very Fine. Scott 4.
Estimate $200 - 250

1164 HH

1948, 15m First Coins, single with tab, (Bale 4e), perf 103/4, rough perforations, o.g., never hinged; small glazed spot on
gum, Very Fine; with 2000 Tsachor certificate. Bale $700. Scott 4.
Estimate $250 - 350

1165 HH/H a

1948, 20m First Coins, (Bale 5), Gr. 138//152, plate blocks of 4, a collection of 29 plate blocks of four, including serial
number “2699”; small fault in outer margin at top; mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Bale $4,980. Scott 5 (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1166 HH/H a

1948, 20m First Coins, (Bale 5), Gr. 120//137, plate blocks of 4, a collection of approximately 120 plates, including serial
number “20091” from Group 126 (higher number than recorded by Bale) and serial number “11063” from Group 132
(lowest number recorded by Bale); mostly never hinged, one used on First Day postcard, mainly F.-V.F. Bale $2,200+.
Scott 5 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 600

1167 HH

1948, 20m First Coins, vertical imperforate-between pair, (Bale 5 (FCV10a)), perf 10 x 10, o.g., never hinged; top
stamp has insignificant light line of gum disturbance, F.-V.F., a rare perf 10 variety; with 1996 A.P.E.X. certificate. Bale
$2,500. Scott 5.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1168

EX 1169

1168 HH a

1948, 50m First Coins, (Bale 6 (FCV166)), block of 4 with tabs and double horizontal perforations between stamps,
o.g., never hinged; lower right stamp has negligible corner bend, Very Fine. Scott 6.
Estimate $200 - 250

1169 m

1948, 250m-1000m First Coins high values, (Bale 7-9), full-tab singles, each lightly canceled by c.d.s.; the 500m
lightly folded along horizontal row of perforations between stamp and tabs, Very Fine. Bale $2,400. Scott 7-9.

Estimate $700 - 800

1170 HH a

1948, 250m-1000m First Coins high values, imperforate, (Bale 7Imp-9Imp), top left corner margin blocks of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, deep bright colors, large to enormous margins; the 250m has “blind” vertical roulettes between the stamps,
and the 1000m has similar light ageing on gum as well as creasing in sheet margins, F.-V.F. Bale $5,600 as two pairs each.
Scott 7-9 vars.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1171 HH/H

1948, New Year complete, choice mint assembly with varieties, (Bale 10-14), mostly never hinged, including 3m
to 65m with colored tabs; 3m to 65m vertical gutter pairs (#10a-14a); 3m imperforate between stamp and top margin
(#10b); 3m with tab imperforate between stamp and lower margin (#10h); 5m gutter block of four with horizontal double
perforations between both rows of stamps and interpane margin; 20m pair with tabs and double perforations between
stamps and between stamp and tab; and 20m with ribbon in scroll completely misplaced (#13XII); a few tiny faults, F.-V.F.
Scott 10-14 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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1172 H/m/)

1948, New Year complete, mint and used assembly, (Bale 10-14), with varieties and 30 covers or cards; including 3m
imperforate between stamp and lower margin (#10g); 3m to 65m horizontal tête-bêche gutter pairs (#10a-14a) and 20m
with ribbon in scroll completely misplaced vertically (#13XII); mint is mostly never hinged (#10g has gum skips, #13XII
hinged), and the covers are with nice usages (including 10m used as Revenue on receipt), rates, and special cancellations,
mainly F.-V.F. Scott 10-14 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1173 E

1949, Flag and Lion of Judah, imperforate “20” essay, (Bale ESA-ii), in red brown with black embossing, block of
four in sheetlet (Bale #ESA.-inspection invited), for proposed Independence Day issue, on wove paper (173 x 106 mm),
a few aged areas or spots mostly visible from reverse; also perforated marginal gummed essays for 20m brown and black
and 20m egg shell blue and black, generally F.-V.F.; with 1990 Muentz certificate for sheetlet. Bale $900.

Estimate $500 - 600

1174 E

1949, Tabul Exhibition, original artwork for Official First Day Cover, (Bale MS1), artist’s watercolor drawing of
Official First Day Cover bearing souvenir sheet in ultramarine, without inscriptions and values, the special framed
cancellation in black pen, designer’s measurements of the proposed envelope in pencil, on card (213 x 160 mm), signed
by the artist O. Wallish in Hebrew, Very Fine. Scott 16.
Estimate $600 - 800

1175 E

1949, Tabul Exhibition, original artwork for Official First Day Cover, (Bale MS1), artist’s watercolor and pencil paste-up
drawing of Official First Day Cover bearing 20m ultramarine souvenir sheet, with inscriptions and values, the sheets to
be sold at 80m during the Exhibition, the special framed cancellation in black pen, designer’s measurements of the proposed
envelope in pencil, the souvenir sheet and cancellation pasted on card (218 x 152 mm), signed by the artist O. Wallish in
Hebrew, Very Fine; with 1998 Muentz certificate which somewhat harshly states “light soiling”. Scott 16.

Estimate $600 - 800

1176 E

1949, Tabul Exhibition, original artwork for Official First Day Cover, (Bale MS1), artist’s watercolor and pencil
paste-up drawing of Official First Day Cover bearing 20m ultramarine souvenir sheet, with inscriptions and values,
the sheets to be sold at 80m during the Exhibition, the special duplex cancellation in black pen, designer’s measurements
of the proposed envelope in pencil, the souvenir sheet and cancellation pasted on card (218 x 152 mm), signed by the artist
O. Wallish in Hebrew, Very Fine. Scott 16.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1177

1177 E

1949, Tabul Exhibition, original artwork for Official First Day Cover, (Bale MS1), artist’s watercolor and pencil
paste-up drawing of Official First Day Cover bearing 10m red souvenir sheet, with inscriptions and values, the sheets
to be sold at 40m during the Exhibition, the special framed cancellation in black pen, designer’s measurements of the
proposed envelope in pencil, the souvenir sheet and cancellation pasted on card (218 x 152 mm), signed by the artist O.
Wallish in Hebrew, Very Fine. Scott 16.
Estimate $600 - 800

1178 H

1949, Tabul Exhibition, specialized collection, with labels, 40 covers and 17 military letter sheets with cancellations,
including souvenir sheets used on three Official First Day envelopes, a wide range of the labels and frankings of other
issues used on envelopes, and Army Post Office “593/KBA” (Konoth Bitaron Artzi, National Security Forces), mainly
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

1179 )

1949-51, Select group of seven First Day Covers, several still with their original Tsachor Auctions write-ups;
comprising two examples for 1949 Petach Tikva (Bale #17, Scott #27), one on a Jerusalem Registered cover bearing
single with special cancel plus tabbed single tied by Jerusalem First Day cancel, the other a tabbed single on picture
post card of Petach Tikva the sole known usage thus; two covers for 1950 Independence Day (Bale #29-30, Scott
#33-34) each bearing a plate block of four, the pair with a 2009 Ury Shalit certificate; a handsome 1951 Officials (Bale
#OF1-OF4) complete set of tabbed singles on “State of Israel/Prime Minister’s Office” cover (signed Tsachor); plus
a pair of 1948 New Year covers bearing the full set in perforated horizontal tête-bêche gutter pairs (Bale #10a-14a,
Scott #10-14 vars), these last two with penciled note on reverse “postmark forgery” and thus not included in our
estimate; each slightly showing their age, but a magnificent and valuable group of early Israel First Days, F.-V.F.

Estimate $300 - 400

1180 HH a

1951, Independence Day complete, (Bale 50-51), complete sheets of 50, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh; #46 crease
in upper right corner selvage; light wrinkles in top selvage of #47, otherwise stamps and tabs Very Fine. Bale $300. Scott
46-47; $229 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1181

1182

1181 HH a

1952, 1000p Menorah, (2016 Bale 59), complete sheet of 20 with plate number 02646 *, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally
fresh and sound with all perforations intact, Very Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. 2016 Bale $1,750 as sheet. Scott 55;
$1,275 as singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

1182 HH

1952, 1000p Menorah, imperforate, (Bale 59I), vertical tab pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine; with
1991 P.F. certificate. Bale $2,000. Scott 55 var.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1183 P

1955, Parachutist (Paratroopers), specialized collection, (Bale 105), comprising essays, proofs, numerous First Day
Covers; singles, tab strips and plate blocks, and more, with most items signed by the designers, M. and G. Shamir, Very
Fine, imaged in full online. Scott 92.
Estimate $500 - 750
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EX 1184

EX 1185

1184 HH a

1957, Group of sheetlet errors, (127-129 vars), complete sheets of 5, comprising Independence Day, Bezalel Museum
Anniversary and 50p Ancient Seal, each in strip of five with partial design printed in top margin; Independence Day
with sheet number 309848, top selvage vertically imperforate; Ancient Seal without sheet number, top selvage vertically
imperforate; plus three sheets of the Museum Anniversary: two top selvage vertically imperforate, one with sheet number
016715, the other narrow-cut without number; one with fully perforated top and sheet number 161494; lot also includes
First Day Covers for each set or single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a pretty lot. Bale 142e-144e; $1,595.

Estimate $400 - 600

1185 HH

1957, TABIL Stamp Exhibit souvenir sheet, trio of errors, (Bale MS.2 vars), comprising an imperforate sheet (Bale
#MS.2b), plus two examples with major color shifts, one of the red (visible on the central Zodiac designs), one of the red
brown (denominations and selvage text); all pristine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely group; with 1988 Tsachor
certificate for the imperforate sheet. Bale $1,060. Scott 132 vars.
Estimate $300 - 400

1186 P

1960, TAVIV souvenir sheet, trial print, (Bale MS.3), a highly attractive item, printed (perforations simulated) on white
card, showing the complete margin inscription at the base which was cut off before the sheets were issued (due to an error
in the Hebrew date), plus Post insignia at top right (accompanying certificate incorrectly states “left”), the sheet’s price
and serial number not yet inserted; a couple easily overlooked corner bumps of no consequence, Very Fine, seldom seen;
signed Tsachor, with his 1988 certificate. Scott 187a.
Estimate $600 - 800
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EX 1187

EX 1188

1187 P

1960, TAVIV souvenir sheet, pair of proofs, (Bale MS.3), two rare examples, each with simulated (printed) perforations
on gummed brown carton, one in black, one in brown, both showing the complete margin inscription at the base which
was cut off before the sheets were issued (due to an error in the Hebrew date); both never hinged, the brown with slightly
disturbed gum at top, the black with that gum adhering to upper margin alongside Israel Post logo, still Very Fine, a
desirable duo seldom encountered. Scott 187a.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1188 H/m

1960, TAVIV souvenir sheet, specialist selection, (Bale MS.3 vars), an enticing trio comprising a show-cancelled
double-perforation variety sheet, a never hinged sheet with triple perforations, and another mint sheet (no gum) perforated
twice once properly, and again in the same position but at the top of the sheet; the “two stamp” variety with light corner
crease at upper right outside of the design, Very Fine, a nifty group. Scott 187a vars.
Estimate $300 - 400

1189 P a

1961, 1a Zodiac, imperforate proof, (Bale 204), top margin block of 4, in ultramarine on thick wove paper, Very Fine.
Scott 202 var.
Estimate $200 - 300

1190 H H

1962, El Al souvenir sheet, pair of doubles, (Bale MS.4 vars), two sheets, one with perforations doubled, the other a
“double-nosed” plane caused by a misregistration of the purple (noticeable also in the airline’s name and in the compass
rose); light corner wrinkles from mounting corners noted for accuracy, Very Fine. Scott 288a vars. Estimate $200 - 300
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1191

EX 1192

1191 HH

1966, 12a Independence Day, pink omitted, (Bale 340a), tab strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and a
striking error, Very Fine. Bale $450 as singles. Scott 308 var.
Estimate $200 - 300

1192 HH

1984, 10s Memorial Day, phosphor at left, (Bale 879a), tab single, plus plate block of four showing the same phosphor
variety, o.g., never hinged. Bale $900+. Scott 886 var.
Estimate $350 - 400

1193 HH

1986, Netanya Stamp Exhibition souvenir sheet, imperforate, (Bale MS33b), o.g., never hinged, pristine mint, Very
Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Bale $750. Scott 951 var.
Estimate $300 - 400

1193

AIRMAIL
1194 )

1950-53, First & Second Issue Airmail Series, First Day Cover collection, (Bale 32-37, 79-87), each issue in its own
binder, the 1950 issue comprising 18 covers, all full sets of singles on single cover, all sent Registered from varying
locales with El Al Lydda-New York First Flight handstamped cancel alongside, and including pre-First Day cancels, etc.;
the 1953 set on 51 covers, all with tabs, either as solo values, multiple values on single cover, or blocks, cachets showing
various international airlines serving Tel Aviv; some condition issues, but Very Fine on the whole, some interesting
usages; see the lot in its entirety on our website, First Issue covers ex Pildes. Scott C1-C6, C9-C17 (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 600

1195 )

Expansive Collection of over 350 First or Special Flight Covers, 1947-86, in four binders, covering a wide range
of flights and usages, including 1948 (May 21) “First Flight to Israel” envelope from the Palestine Fund in New York
to Tel Aviv bearing U.S. 25¢ Airmail, cancelled by “Palestine Emergency/Deliveries, Inc.” barred datestamp, with
“Ceskoslovenske Aerolinie/Tel Aviv” double-ring receipt cachet in violet adjacent, number 198 of 200 covers flown; a
few faults, mainly Very Fine, one volume imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 600
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POSTAGE DUE

1196

EX 1197

1196 HH a

1948, 3m First Coins, (Bale PD1), o.g., never hinged, horizontal block of 16 with tabs, from the lower right corner of the
sheet; folded along vertical perforations between the 6th and 7th columns of stamps, light fingerprints on gum in top row
of stamps, Very Fine. Bale $600 as tab singles. Scott J1.
Estimate $250 - 300

1197 HH a

1948, 3m-50m First Coins, (Bale PD1-PD5), plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Bale $850. Scott J1-J5.

Estimate $350 - 500

1198 HH a

1948, 3m-50m First Coins, (Bale PD1-PD5), plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged; faint fingerprints on gum; one 50m
has inconsequential spot of gum disturbance, Very Fine. Bale $850. Scott J1-J5.
Estimate $300 - 400

1199 m

1948, 3m-50m First Coins, (Bale PD1-PD5), tab singles, each canceled by c.d.s.; the 10m and 50m have a few improved
perforations between stamp and tab, otherwise Very Fine; with 2006 Tsachor certificate. Bale $1,500. Scott J1-J5.

Estimate $300 - 400

50
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1200

1202

1200 )

1948, 3m-10m First Coins, (Bale PD1-PD3), 10m tab single with 3m tab single from the lower left corner of the sheet
and 5m from the right of the sheet, applied on arrival and canceled by “Tel Aviv” double-ring datestamp on 1949 (May
26) envelope from Gedera to Tel Aviv bearing First Coins 3m pair, Very Fine. Bale $800 for 10m on cover. Scott J1-J3.

Estimate $300 - 400

1201 HH/H/m

1948, 3m First Coins, selection with varieties, (Bale PD1, PD1a, PD1c), mostly mint, including pair from the left of
the sheet imperforate between stamp and margin (never hinged); plate block of six misperforated horizontally (never
hinged); and block of twenty (5 x 4) with tabs, variety double vertical perforations between 3rd and 4th columns of stamps
(disturbed o.g.), F.-V.F. Scott J1 vars (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1202 )

1948, 3m First Coins, without overprint, tab single used as regular postage with First Coins 3m orange and 20m blue
(Bale #1, 4), tied by “Petah Tiqva” trilingual c.d.s. on 1948 (July 26) local Registered envelope; overfranked by 1m,
appropriately backstamped, Very Fine, rare variety on cover; signed Tsachor, with 1987 Muentz certificate.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1203 H

1948, 3m, 20m & 50m First Coins, without overprint, (Bale PD1a, PD4a, PD5a), the 50m with sheet margin at left
(never hinged); the 3m has slight gum disturbance and the 20m has light fingerprints on gum, the 50m pristine, F.-V.F.;
with 1988 Ising certificates for the 3m and 50m. Bale $1,400. Scott J1, J4, J5 vars.
Estimate $350 - 450

1204 HH

1948, 3m First Coins, without overprint, (Bale PD1a), tab single, dazzling color, stamp never hinged; lightly aged
perforation and hinged in tab at foot where small piece of paper just peeled back, Very Fine appearance, rare variety from
the one sheet of 100, thereby meaning only ten tab examples can exist. Bale $1,250. Scott J1 var. Estimate $400 - 500
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1205

1206

1205 HH

1948, 5m First Coins, imperforate and without overprint, (Bale PD2-I), bottom left corner margin tab single, o.g.,
never hinged, a magnificent example; faint age spots in margins and light wrinkle/bend at foot, Very Fine, only two such
sheets recorded, thereby an incredibly rare positional piece; with 2010 Doron Waide certificate. Scott J2 var.

Estimate $300 - 400

1206 P7s

1948, 5m First Coins, vertical imperforate-between pair, (Bale PD2p), on piece, canceled by complete “Tel Aviv”
trilingual c.d.s. of “7.7.1948”, Very Fine. Bale $600. Scott J2 var.
Estimate $250 - 300

1207 )

1948, 20m First Coins, without overprint, (Bale PD4a), tab single, with Postage 3m block of four and 3m, 5m and
10m tab singles (Bale #1-3), tied by “Jerusalem” trilingual c.d.s. on 1949 (Sept. 29) local Registered Express envelope,
appropriately backstamped, Very Fine, S.I.P. expertising handstamp. Scott J4 var.
Estimate $300 - 400

1206

1207

The Registered Express letter rate was 40m, so this was underpaid by 10m and, therefore, taxed at the double deficiency
of 20m, hence the unusual Postage Due usage of the 20m variety.
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1208

1209

1208 )

1948, 50m First Coins, without overprint, (J5 var), tied by “Tel Aviv/31” trilingual c.d.s. on 1950 (May 18) Registered
local envelope, appropriately backstamped, Very Fine, rare usage from the one recorded sheet of 100 without overprint.
Bale PD5a.
Estimate $250 - 300

1209 )

1949, 2p to 50p, (Bale PD6-PD11), each with tab, tied by “Tel Aviv” trilingual c.d.s. on 1949 (Dec. 18) unaddressed
cacheted Official First Day Cover; the 20p has a short perforation at top, Very Fine. Bale $750. Scott J6-J11.

Estimate $250 - 350

1210 )

Postage Dues, Collection of On-Cover Usages, 1948-49, a collection of 18 covers and a postcard, with varied and
interesting usages, commencing with 1948 (May 28) local Haifa envelope bearing Palestine 10m with First Coins postage
3m block of four, single and 5m applied as Postage Dues; 1948 (Aug. 4) envelope from Paris to the French Consul in Tel
Aviv carried to Israel privately and posted unfranked domestically with Postage Dues 5m pair canceled on arrival; 1948
(Aug. 26) Nathanya local envelope bearing Postage Dues 3m to 50m set of five; 1948 (Oct. 21) pair of Pardess Hanna local
envelopes each bearing New Year 3m and taxed at “24” and “44” mils, franked with Postage Dues 3m plate block of three
with 5m and 10m, and 3m vertical strip of three with 5m to 20m respectively; 1949 (Feb. 17) from Jerusalem to Nathanya
bearing New Year 3m tab single canceled by commemorative datestamp with Postage Due 5m tab single canceled on
arrival; 1949 pair of envelopes from British Field Post Office/899 in Germany to Haifa, each bearing Great Britain 3d
with Postage Due frankings of 42 mils: 3m + 20m vertical pair and 3m block of four + 10m + 20m; and Revenue usages:
1949 (May 24) local Tel Aviv envelope bearing Revenue 10m (#REV 3) accepted for postage and cancelled by c.d.s.; and
1949 (May 24) envelope from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv bearing Revenue 10m uncanceled and not accepted for postage with
Postage Due 10m and 20m applied and canceled on arrival; some faults or defects, overall F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

Estimate $800 - 1,200

1211 H

Selection of Postage Dues, 1949-77, with emphasis on the 1949 second issue; includes 1949 2p to 50p with tabs (never
hinged), and properly used on four 1951-52 envelopes from Canada (2) France, and Sweden to Haifa, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 300
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MILITARY STAMP

1212

1212 )

1948 (Apr. 16), Cover from the Negev to Tel Aviv, handstamped Derech Avir (By Airmail) in violet and Sodi Miyadi
(Secret Immediate), and showing “Mateh Haganah/Negev” circular cachet in violet; with “Mateh Haganah/Tel-Aviv”
arrival cachet in violet on reverse, as well as framed and unframed datestamp entries; minor winkling, Very Fine.

Estimate $200 - 250

1213 )

Doar Tzva’i Covers Exhibit Collection, 1948-49, handsomely presented and well-annotated collection comprising over
60 covers plus additional various forms including Certificates of Posting; note Army Base Post Office markings (both
lettered and numbered), numerous triangular Kaba cachets (several in scarce red or rare blue), Censored items; some
later (1950s) Army covers with triangular sword-and-olive branch cachet (featuring one in green!), even a few APO
postmarks on franked items from 1949 or on Tabul Exhibit-labeled covers, etc.; several noted still containing the original
correspondence, F.-V.F., difficult material; see the full holding online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 500

OCCUPATION
1214 H/m/)

Collection of Revenues Used in the Occupied Territories, 1967-95, mint and used collection, with approximately 100
documents, identity cards or exit passes, and nine philatelic covers, including Exit Visa stamps for Gaza and West Bank
“B” and “D” both used, and good representation of IDF Revenue stamps for Civil and Health Services with multiples and
tabs, mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., sampled online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 500

OFFICIALS
1215 )

54

Official Mail Postal History Collection, 1948-, in three volumes, one each dedicated to early government Official
mail, Post Office Official mail, and Official stamps used on cover; early material (approximately 140 covers) include
“Provisional Government” corner card envelopes with a variety of Ministry cachets, special handstamps and markings,
etc.; Post Office mail (48 covers) includes maybe a couple dozen forms (some stamped, some not) as well including early
Philatelic Agency Standing Order forms; Official stamps appear on 44 covers, again offering a range of offices and usages;
generally sound, with many Registered and/or Express covers throughout, F.-V.F. with better (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750
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BOOKLET
1216 HH/H

Specialized Booklets Collection, 1948-2007, complete and mostly unexploded (thus mostly never hinged), including
the following (unexploded) according to the Bale catalog #SB2, B1, B2a, B3b, B4, B5 (panes have dramatically miscut
perforations), B5a, B6, B6a, B8a (4 booklets with “Booklet Pane Society” rubber stamp in different colors), B9 (5
booklets), B12 (3 booklets), and MS63x1a (Aircraft souvenir sheet with rare perf 14 x 14), Very Fine, see the full holding
online. Bale approximately $4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1217 H

1949, 300p orange on white cover, “giftboxes of oranges” publicity, (Bale B3b), complete unexploded booklet, Very
Fine. Bale $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

1217

REVENUE

1218

1219

1218 P a

1951-52, 3L light brown Radio License, proof, complete sheet of 25, imperforate plate proof on watermarked gummed
paper; filing punch hole in sheet margin, horizontal crease crosses 2nd row of stamps and some age marks on gum, F.-V.F.
Bale SR.REV.2P.
Estimate $250 - 300

1219 P a

1951-52, 3L blue Radio License, proof, complete sheet of 25, imperforate plate proof on watermarked gummed paper,
with marginal manuscript notation in Hebrew “Fix/repair the color strength/intensity”, signed and dated “17.1.57”; fresh
with intense color; faults/defects, Fine appearance. Bale SR.REV.10P.
Estimate $250 - 300
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EX 1220

EX 1221

1220 P a

1958, 8.4+3L Radio License, trial color proofs, complete sheets of 25, four different imperforate color trials on
watermarked gummed paper; the first three each with two filing punch holes in sheet margins, a few small faults, F.-V.F.;
with 2008 Tsachor photo opinions. Bale SR.REV.12P.
Estimate $600 - 800

1221 HH a

1979-84, Emergency Printing and New Currency issues complete, (Bale REV.59-REV.75, REV.80-REV.92), o.g.,
never hinged, both sets complete in plate blocks of four; pristine mint, Very Fine. Bale $2,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

1222 H/m/)

Diverse Six-Volume Revenues Collection, 1935-95, mint and used, with more than 225 documents, folders, booklets,
passbooks, or receipts, encompassing a vast and diverse range of subjects with a multitude of usages encompassing
numerous aspects of commercial and social life; includes Treasury and other Ministry Revenues, Invoice and Receipt
Tax, Accounting Tax (Agrat Sherutim), Lawyer stamps, Traffic Tax stamps with Auto Vehicle, Insurance and Registration,
Sales Tax with rare watermarked Star of David in circle 5a, 10a, 0.25lira, 1lira, 5lira and 10lira (see Wallerstein, p. 179),
Insurance company stamps, private Singer Sewing Machine Co., Vacation stamps, Defense Tax, Social Services, Cultural
stamps, Book stamps/Religious Education, and Ezrat Torah, mainly F.-V.F., a formidable assembly (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

1223 HH/H/m

Mainly Mint Collection, 1948-86, in two binders, with many issues complete, replete with varieties, such as values
omitted, values inverted, values misplaced, frames omitted or partly missing, double perforations, etc.; includes 1948 5m
to 1000m (three sets) and various perforations with 10m green corner block of four containing two horizontal imperforatebetween pairs; 1949 100m to 1000m (4 sets); 1952 proofs with frames printed in red 5p to 250p set of 11 and 5p with
blue frame and (-) without center (Bale #pRV.01-pRV.11, pRE.12, pRV.13) and two “Cancelled” overprints on 5m proofs
with different centers; 1952 5m to 20m and 40m to 5000m (at least three short sets), 80m used with 20m on 1960 small
invoice; 1961 Fourth Issue Group A watermark and Group B no watermark complete set of 31 with additional #200a (2,
one with tab); 1984-85 New Design 1s to 20,000s with tabs; and 1986 New Currency 1s to 150s; mostly never hinged;
second binder consists of Treasury and Ministry Revenues, Accounting Tax, and Tax Revenues with “Sepach” overprints,
mint and used, Very Fine, see a sampling online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

1224 H/)

Rambling but Rewarding Revenues Collection, substantial holding of mint stamps and documents; stamps appear as
singles, blocks and panes, and include one volume of Zahal Gaza-Sinai Health stamps with strips of ten and errors; a
stockbook with a specialized collection of Agrah Revenues; a sheet file of mint sheets, including Zahals, etc.; documents
run from Mandatory to modern, with numerous Palestine Court Fee documents (including a monogrammed KvG/
Palestine document) and even more Israel forms and documents with a range of stamps used; note on-document cancels
of manuscript, handstamp and fingerprint (!); stamps uniformly Post Office fresh; documents generally sound but
some with tears, etc., not affecting usages, Very Fine on the whole, not at all a taxing lot (photo on web site).

Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1225 HH/H/m

Specialized Nearly All-Mint Collection, 1948-49, neatly arranged on stock pages; some used, but mostly never hinged
and commencing with imperforate plate proof of vertical format stamp in red pair with blank value tablets on thick wove
paper and two imperforate plate proofs of 250m orange horizontal pairs both with sheet margin at left on gummed paper,
and 16 strips of five of 5m to 75m with Specimen (Dugma) handstamps in violet, black or red, and then arranged by
perforation with 1948-49 Revenues perforated 11 (Bale #REV.1-14 & REV.15-18, some duplication), followed by 194849 Revenues perforated 11 x 111/2 (#REV.2-6, 8 & REV.10-17), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 111/2 (#REV.2-4, 6-12,
15-18) including misperforated pair, then 1948-49 Revenues perforated 111/2 x 11 (#REV.2-3, 5-7, 9-10, 13 & 18), 1948
Revenues perforated 111/2 x 14 (#REV.1-4, 6-7, 9 & 18), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 14 x 111/2 (#REV.1, 6, 10, 15, 1718), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 11 x 14 (#REV.2-5, 7-9, 11 & 16-17), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 14 x 11 (#REV.
3, 5, 8, 11, 14-15 & 18), and lastly 1948-49 Revenues perforated 14 (#REV.1-3, 7, 9 & 15-18), Very Fine, a marvelous
opportunity for the specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1226 HH/H a

Specialized Mint Collection of Plate Blocks, 1948-49, mounted on stock pages containing watermarked and
unwatermarked stamps, perforation and shade varieties, etc., comprising 1948 5m brown (Bale #REV.1) with 18 blocks
of 6, 9, 12 or 16, plus two complete sheets; 7m violet (#REV.2) 16 blocks of 4, 6, 9, 15, 16 or 30; 10m green (#REV.3) 11
blocks of 4, 6 or 9, two vertical strips of three and a vertical pair; 20m orange (#REV.4) seven blocks of 4, 6, 9 or 10, two
vertical strips of three and a vertical pair; 30m purple (#REV.5) 26 blocks of 4, 6, 9, 15, 16, 30 or 50, plus vertical strip of
three and pair; 40m pale blue (#REV.6) two blocks of six and two blocks of nine; 50m lilac (#REV.7) four blocks of 4, 6
or 9; 60m blue (#REV.8) block of four; 75m deep gray (#REV.9) 11 blocks of 4, 6, 9, 12 or 16; 80m turquoise (#REV.10)
13 blocks of 6, 9, 10, 16 or 30 stamps; 100m gray (#REV.11) and 1000m red (#REV.14) block of four and 500m olive
(#REV.13) block of six, and 1949 100pr gray (#REV.15) block of nine and strip of three, 250pr ocher (#REV.16) block
of nine, and 500pr olive (#REV.17) blocks of nine and four, mostly never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).

Estimate $600 - 800

1227 H

Specialized Revenues Selection, a lovely assortment of fiscals responsibly organized on 34 blackcards, glassines and
auction cards; various issues present, with a wealth of gum, paper, printing, phosphor (front and gum), errors and varieties
within; useful duplication throughout, most showcasing varieties, misregistrations, etc.; we note numerous Six-Day War
Revenues (including sheet number blocks of four, plus two margin blocks of ten overprinted “SPECIMEN” (“DUGMA”)),
Health Stamps, numerous blocks and multiples, inverted centers, a 5m Official used as Revenue on piece, etc.; plus a card
of Palestine Revenues including the top value 500m Palestine Court Fee stamp (used), even a card with ”Palestine”overprinted Egyptian Revenues, 1m to 200m, as singles and blocks of four, Very Fine, a wonderful holding; see it all
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1228 H/m/)

Collection of Immigration (Aliyah) and Social Assistance Tax Stamps, 1927-45, mint and used with 17 documents,
three passports and a Registered postcard from the Hebrew University franked with Aliyah stamps, including 1927
Immigration certificate issued at Galatz, Roumania, franked with 300m pair and single; 1940 “The Jewish Agency for
Palestine/Immigration Office, Haifa” document certifying arrival of immigrant in 1924 franked with Aliyah 50m red
overprint and J.N.F. 5m; and three 1944 Immigration Applications franked with Aliyah surcharges, Social Assistance
Tax stamps and J.N.F. labels in combination with Palestine Revenues, mainly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

Estimate $350 - 400

1229

Assembly of Revenues on Documents, 1949-55, over 50 documents and receipts, with a good range of usages and
appealing frankings of the 1948-49 First Issue, including 1950 Deed bearing First Issue 250m strip of four and 1000m,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

1230 H/m/)

Mint and Used Collection of Aviation, Navy, and A.S.M.AT. Tax Stamps, 1950-82, with 25 documents, plane tickets,
or receipts, including 1950 complete El Al air ticket with booklet cover franked by General Council for Hebrew Aviation
in Eretz Israel 350m, and various mixed frankings on Shipping import manifests, F.-V.F., no need to travel we’ve imaged
the lot in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

1231 H/m/)

Mint and Used Collection of Municipal Stamps, 1943-55, with approximately 35 documents, licenses, invoices, receipts
or entertainment tickets; towns represented are Acre, Haifa (additionally with Mandate period stamps), Jerusalem with
1949 Social Welfare Tax 10p and 15p each in a tête-bêche pair unused, Holon, Netanya, Ramat Gan, Ramla, Rishon le
Zion, and Safed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 400

1232 HH/H/m

Mint and Used Revenues Collection, 1948-86, strongly duplicated, with much present in blocks, etc.; includes 1948 5m
to 1000m mint, 1949 100m to 1000m mint, and 1952 5m to 20m to 5000m mint (80m used), and much more besides, F.V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1233

Assembly of Revenues on Documents, 1947-55, approximately 60 documents, checks and receipts, showing the
progressive sequence of usages from Mandate through early State of Israel, the majority being frankings with First Coins,
including Interim 10m Weizman (Bale #12) used on 1948 (June 1) receipt and 1950 (Oct. 25) check bearing on reverse
Airmail 5p pair, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1234

Revenue Documents Assembly, 1952-85, 90 documents and receipts; good range of usages, with appealing frankings of
the Second and Third issues, F.-V.F., see a sampling online (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1235 H/m/)

Mint and Used Collection of Radio License Stamps, 1950-61, with 12 used licenses and three QXR cards (one is
“4X4GB” 10th Anniversary of Israel, including 1951-58 7lira on 5L and 8.40lira on 6L, and 1957-60 8.4+3lira, 10lira
(2) and 12lira (2), never hinged, generally F.-V.F., tune in to our website, where all items are imaged (photo on web site).

Estimate $300 - 400

1236 H/m/)

Consular Service Stamps Mint and Used Collection, 1950-82, with 30 documents, visas, or passports, including 1948
Consular Tax 100p (2), 250p (3, one with double vertical perforations), 500p, 1lira, and 2lira and 1954 Consular Tax
stamps (-) red (-) yellow green and (-) blue violet all with low serial numbers (possibly proofs) from the top right corner
of the sheet, never hinged; countries from which Consular services were rendered include Austria, Canada, Belgium,
Germany, Great Britain, India, Poland, and the U.S., with birth, export, immigration, and Power of Attorney documents,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

POSTAL STATIONERY
1237 H/m)

Postal Stationery, Semi-specialized Collection, 1949-2010, 264 items in total, comprising mint, First Day cancelled and
some used postal stationery of all descriptions, in three binders; the first is a run of 1949-82 postal cards, starting with the
Coin-design issue; the other two binders are a strong holding of 1991-2010 stationery with printing, paper and tagging
varieties, etc.; among the highlights are a 1995 Last Day cachet for the Zahal Post Office in the West Bank, a booklet (!) of
postal cards; postal cards with picture fronts, three different sets of five commemorating Pope Benedict XVI’s pilgrimage,
three TABIL ’57 double cards, etc.; generally fresh and sound, Very Fine, stationery to get you moving (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

SOUVENIR CARD
1238 H

Show Cards, Expansive Collection, 1980s, hundreds of items in all, in six volumes, three of which are straightforward
exhibition show cards from 1982-88, the other three IPF color separation cards, black print cards and booklets; show cards
duplicated but with different frankings or cancels; color separations, etc., also often lightly duplicated and with limited
production runs, Very Fine, interesting and attractive ancillary material (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON
1239 H/m

International Reply Coupon Collection, 1950-96, an unused and used collection of approximately 180 International
Reply Coupons, including many First Day cancels, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

MISC. BACK-OF-THE-BOOK
1240 H/m/)

58

Health Organizations Collection, 1917-80, an assembly of International Red Cross and Magen David, comprising
stamps, booklets, covers and a card; the Red Cross with four 1917-43 printed headed imprint covers, including 1917 (July
2) printed O.H.M.S. envelope from “Base Army Post Office/Z” to London, and 1943 censored envelope from Jerusalem
to the Central Agency for Prisoners of War at the Red Cross in Geneva bearing Palestine 20m and showing “British Red
Cross Society/and St. John/Prisoners of War/Parcels Dept./German Colony/P.O.B. 878/Jerusalem” unframed handstamp
in violet, while the Magen David includes 1938 receipt with printed ambulance central motif and 1944 headed document,
F.-V.F., see the full offering online (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1241 )

Meter Mail Collection, 1941-79, over 250 covers with meter mail cancels in three binders; offers an excellent range of
types, denominations, and slogans, some Registered and Airmail; mostly Haifa, Jerusalem, and Tel Aviv, but various other
towns also represented; four covers are pre-Independence including 1941 “M. Dizengoff & Co.” Registered censored
corner card envelope from Tel Aviv to Cairo with two impressions of 15m meter mark No. “1”, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

Estimate $350 - 500

1242 )

Taxi Mail Collection, 1937-79, approximately 60 covers and 15 labels or receipts, with particular interest in the Mandate
and Interim periods; commences with undated unaddressed Aviv imprint envelope showing Hebrew “Delivered by
Einstoss Letter Service, Dizengoff Street 90, Tel Aviv” double-ring handstamp in violet, and then with three covers
including two envelopes to Haifa each bearing Kofer Hayishuv 5m blue canceled by “per ‘Taxi Aviv’” unframed bilingual
handstamp; Egged Company covers (7) with three ca. 1937 envelopes to Tel Aviv (2) or Jerusalem each bearing label (one
black on green); 1948 (Apr. 4) envelope from Tel Aviv to Tiberias bearing on reverse taxi routing label and 100m receipt;
and 1948 (May 16) envelope from Haifa to Tel Aviv bearing 105m taxi label in combination with Kofer Hayishuv 5m blue
both canceled by “16 May 1948” unframed datestamp (First Day of Doar Ivri); Aleh Taxi Company with two 1948 (Feb.
12-19) envelopes from a policeman in Tel Aviv to Jerusalem marked “free from a policeman” or with taxi label endorsed
“free of charge”; Drom Yehuda Bus Company 1948 (May 26) reused company imprinted envelope from Rehovot to Tel
Aviv bearing Kofer Hayishuv 5m green (Bale #139) with routing labels and dispatch slip indicating payment of 150m on
reverse; Yael Taxi Company covers (7) with three 1946-48 envelopes from Haifa to Tel Aviv with black on yellow label or
black on pink taxi labels (2) stapled to front, and four 1948 envelopes from Haifa to Tel Aviv each bearing Kofer Hayishuv
5m blue canceled by different “By ‘Yael’ Letter Service” unframed handstamps or framed datestamps with black on
greenish gray or pink taxi labels; Atid Taxi Company with five covers including 1946 (Dec. 22) legal-size envelope from
Haifa to Tel Aviv with black on yellow taxi label, and 1949 (Sept. 15) express envelope with black on yellow brown taxi
label showing “Sent Through the Atid Service” bilingual framed handstamp in violet adjacent, and envelope from Haifa
to Haifa-Hadar bearing Kofer Hayishuv 5m blue and black on pinkish brown taxi label; Maged Taxi Company with
envelope to Tel Aviv bearing Kofer Hayishuv 5m blue canceled by “Maged Haifa” unframed Hebrew handstamp in violet;
Kesher Taxi Company, and a representation of post-1948 taxi usages; three later covers are 1979 Arab Taxi Mail to Gaza
via Allenby Bridge franked with Israel stamps in combination with Arab Service labels, two are the Halabi Taxi Company,
the other Arabic label on envelope originating in Ajman; some faults, mainly F.-V.F., uncommon material; see it all online
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

1243 )

Taxi Mail, ca. 1937 (Nov. 16), “Express” cover from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, bearing on reverse Aliyah Taxi Co. blackon-white label, with 25m fee entered by hand; roughly opened at top, the label is Fine to Very Fine, rare, with only five
usages on cover believed to have survived from this company. 
Estimate $250 - 300
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EX 1244

1245

1244 )

Taxi Mail, 1938 (Jan. 6), Cover from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, bearing on reverse Aliyah Taxi Co. black-on-yellow label
with red control overprint; the 25m fee entered by hand, canceled oval datestamp in violet, with accompanying mail slip
stapled to cover and similarly canceled; a couple of filing punch holes and cover creased at foot; also a loose slip possibly
from same envelope with identical datestamp, F.-V.F., rare and appealing example of this rare label: only five covers are
believed to have survived from this company. 
Estimate $250 - 300

1245 )

Taxi Mail, 1948 (Apr. 6), Unfranked cover from Haifa to Tel Aviv, carried by the Kesher Taxi Company, with Kofer
Hayishuv 5m blue (Bale #132), used as fee for taxi mail, tied by “Emergency Mail to Haifa/Nahariya/The besieged
Western Galilee” slogan cancel (Bale Type C-4), with another strike on reverse; the delivery fee collected by the taxi
company, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 250

1246 )

Taxi Mail, ca. 1948 cover from Jaffa to Haifa, bearing elusive label of the Arab Al-Alamein taxi company; central
vertical filing crease, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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COLLECTIONS
1247 HH/H/m

Mostly Mint Collection of Proofs, Errors and Varieties, 1948-97, mostly never hinged, with essays, proofs, imperforate
examples, misperforated stamps, misprints, colors omitted, watermarks, missing phosphors, and others; includes 1948
First Coins Postage Due 5m without overprint imperforate pair (Bale #PD2d); 1950 Airmail imperforate 250p vertical pair
(possibly of proof status); 1950 Third Coins imperforate 10p from the top left corner of the sheet showing “Star of David”
marginal imprint (Bale #43.II); 1950s hand-painted essays of 10p and 50p Arbor designs, each on back of photographic
paper; 1950s set of four test sheets for horizontal format stamp with two or three solid color stamp-size rectangles;
1955 Teachers’ Organization 25p perforated essay of adopted design (1997 Tsachor certificate); 1957 50th Anniversary
of Bezalel Museum 400p with red color omitted (Bale #143a); 1960 Provisional overprint “0.12” on imperforate. (-)
green proof corner pair and black value omitted on (-) greenish blue (Bale #183.c1); 1962 El Al 55a tab single with tab
inscriptions partially omitted (Bale #249a); 1974 “Jerusalem 1973” souvenir sheets set of three with double perforations
(Bale #MS11b-MS13b); 1982 Seven Species imperforate 100a plate block of four (Bale #882.imp1) and 500a complete
strip of ten with spectacular misperforation and four blank stamps (Bale #897.ep 1, 2); 1983 Independence souvenir sheet
imperforate wide margins uncut vertical pair (Bale #MS24c, 1986 PF certificate); 1985 Israphil souvenir sheet imperforate
wide margins uncut horizontal pair (Bale #31a, 1996 PF certificate); and 1997 50th Anniversary Srulik complete têtebêche sheet of 40 without serial number for use in Prestige booklets, Very Fine (photo on web site).

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1248 )

Postal History Eruption, 1948-2010, many thousands of covers and cards, in albums and in boxes, with an album of
Post Office openings, First Days, commercial mail, Airmails, mint and used postal stationery, metered mail, religious,
picture postcards, Registered, machine cancels, Saint Catherine’s Monastery covers, Maccabiah specialized, military
covers, cacheted, advertising including illustrated; truly a one-of-a-kind collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1249 HH

Unsorted Box of Miscellanies, proving variety is the spice of life, this lot offers everything from the mundane (though
not much) to the sublime, with various plate errors, a 1948 unadopted Helmet Issue Test Stamp in red, what appear to
be several essays or proofs for unadopted designs, a TABIL presentation folder with First Day-cancelled sheet, plus a
sheet with a yellow background; some nice Revenues (including a dry print), plate blocks, Bale #150 with doubling of
insignia in tab, striking color varieties, and more, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a fun lot (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1250 HH

Near-Complete Tab Singles Collection, 1949-67, mounted in a pristine slipcased White Ace album, needing just #7-9
and J1-J5 for completion; numerous corner margin examples, all Post Office fresh and sound, the double-tabbed issues
present as such, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, get a taste online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1251 )

Award-Winning Postal Censorship Collection, 1948-2000, garnering a Vermeil at the Rocky Mountain Stamp Show,
a five-frame mounted exhibit showcasing a comprehensive collection of adhesive censorship tapes, civilian and military
handstamps and Post Office labels (Shukaf and X-rayed handstamps), etc., employed on the mails during the period, Very
Fine, see the first frame online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1252 HH/H/m

Sensational Caboose Lot from a Powerful Consignment, but one with plenty of steam left in it, in albums, binders, file
folders, boxes and books; two strong used collections (many tabs, gutter pairs, etc.), one housed in a Scott Brown album;
a binder of “minor varieties”; tab singles, strips and blocks; plate blocks; Year Books; ATM labels; Prestige Booklets;
mint singles, some sheets...you get the picture: it’s all here; mint with much duplication, which will keep the dealer happy,
especially as the overwhelming majority of the material will be never hinged; a grand send-off sure to reap rewards, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

1253 HH/H/m

A Honey of a Mint and Used Collection, 1949-2006, impressive and valuable ten-binder holding of stamps, comprising a
nice mint singles collection, an extensive holding of souvenir sheets, a good range of mint tabs (including one full volume
of tab blocks and strips), an interesting volume of “minor varieties”, two volumes of ATM stamps, etc., etc., etc., F.-V.F.
with better throughout, one to milk for all it’s worth (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

1254 HH a

Expansive Plate and Tab Block Collection, 1952-2007, taking 11 volumes (all but two slipcased) to hold it; many, many
hundreds of individual stamps and complete sets, some usefully duplicated with quantities of up to four or five; note
several with notations as to plate varieties; generally arranged chronologically, with the following issues broken out into
their own mini-collections: Landscapes, 1960-61 Provisionals & Zodiac definitives, 1980-82 Shekel definitives, Town
Emblems I & II, plus Airs; Post Office fresh throughout, with everything in our spot check coming up never hinged, F.-V.F.
with better throughout, a great opportunity for the savvy bidder (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1255 )

Powerful Collection of Post Office Opening and Closing Covers, 1948-95, First Day and Last Day enthusiasts take
note; a stunning holding spread across ten binders (!) documenting the Israeli Post Office; eight binders of Post Office
Openings between 1948 and 1964, with 1948-50 items including Registered usages, local post office cachets, and many
Hoexter Blanko envelopes; from 1950 on most issues present on both Israel Post commemorative cover (unaddressed,
the Post emblem at lower left) and on attractive cacheted cover; Closings (in two binders) are a fascinating wind-down
of Israeli Military Government Post Offices in the Gaza Strip and West Bank in the 1994-95 period; our rough estimate is
that there are around 1000 covers in all, Very Fine, we’ve imaged the early Openings in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1256 )

Massive Collection of Pictorial and Slogan Cancels, 1948-2009, extensive and varied holding of thousands, some
organized on pages in six binders, others on loose pages, and yet others in boxes awaiting your attention; covers a
mixed of plain and cacheted the latter including Heritage, Simon and Official with a variety of attractive and numerous
multicolor designs; frankings include early tabs, while the cancels commemorate a huge range of conferences, events,
various “Days”, etc., etc., even “Dollar-linked Savings Bonds”; note two binders of cancels on Registered covers (194861) plus another binder of commercial/non-philatelic covers; majority of covers into the 1970s or ’80s, with a smaller
selection of later, Very Fine overall, well worth a look; see one full volume imaged online (photo on web site).

Estimate $750 - 1,000

1257

Expansive Collection of Autographed Covers, six binders’ worth in total, mostly First Days, including one volume
of famous Israelis, including David Ben-Gurion, Golda Meir, Yitzhak Shamir, Yitzhak Rabin, Moshe Sharrett, Moshe
Dayan, Menachem Begin, plus many early stamp designers, etc.; nearly all produced in very limited quantities; see one
binder in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1258 HH a

Massive Mint Sheet Collection, 1951-2009, hundreds upon hundreds of complete sheets, housed chronologically in
nine binders (with a group of oversized protected but in need of a good home); we can’t promise the holding is complete
for the period, but it sure comes close; very limited, light duplication (more prevalent on the most recent issues), with
some duplication presenting plate varieties; you’ll find definitives and commemoratives here, along with irregular sheets,
standby sheets, definitive booklet sheets, special sheets, and printed-to-order sheets; every single selvage is present,
making this a goldmine for the plate/tab collector or dealer, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1259 )

Sinai War Cover Collection, 1956-60, in three volumes, comprising an exhibit collection of Gaza Post Office openings
with all known different cachets, philatelic covers, etc.; a specialized study of Army Sinai Airletters, including rare
genuinely used examples; and a collection of post-war UNEF Forces in Gaza-Sinai covers during the occupation and
turnover, with covers/stationery from UNEF Headquarters in Naples, plus in-theater covers from Danish, Swedish,
Brazilian, Indian, Yugoslavian, Canadian, and Finnish contingents; highly comprehensive and detailed, with numerous
notes and write-ups throughout, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1260 )

Military Labels and Censors Collection, all things IDF-related; sizable holding starting with examples of “Urgent”,
“Immediate”, “Official” and Censor labels and forms, followed by 75 covers or forms showing usages of the labels, along
with an array of additional markings, handstamps, etc.; most stampless but a handful franked (Second Coins on); includes
a couple items of incoming mail, several covers addressed in Arabic, meter-cancelled items, a Port of Haifa visitor’s pass,
Army Reserves call-up forms and window envelopes, various corner cards/pre-printed envelopes, etc.; the occasional
condition issue, but Very Fine overall, see the entire lot on our website (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1261 )

One-of-a-Kind Arab Prisoner-of-War Collection, 1948-67, a fascinating and surely unique compilation of covers and
forms, comprising seven covers from the 1948 War from Arab POWs with Israeli, Egyptian or Syrian censors’ handstamps
or tape; five unused Red Cross or Magen David Adom POW formulars from the Six-Day War; plus 13 used formulars,
apparently all from the Six-Day War, most with destinations of Egypt, but also note Jordan, Gaza, Israel and Germany and
of particular note one form originating from Syria with Red Crescent at top of form, plus one ultra-rare formular sent to
Qatar, Very Fine, imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1262 )

Collection of Covers, 1941-49, approximately 40 in all, focusing primarily on the 1948-49 period; includes 1945 (Dec. 4
and 26) envelopes to Tel Aviv, the former showing “Jewish Int. Bde. WKSP...” unframed handstamp in violet with “Field
Post Office/376” c.d.s., the latter showing “’D’ Coy’ 3rd (Jewish) Bn./The Palestine Regt.” unframed handstamp in violet
with “Army Post Office/440” c.d.s.; 1948 (Feb. 26) envelope showing “Mefaked Ha’ir/Yerushalayim” double-ring cachet
in violet; 1948 (Apr. 9) envelope showing “Mefaked Haganah/Tiberiah” double-ring cachet in violet; and 1948 (May 16)
envelope showing “Mefaked Ha’ir/Safat” double-ring cachet, mailed on the first day of the State of Israel postal system;
plus two items from 1953-58, generally F.-V.F., imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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1263 )

Three-War Collection of Covers, 1956-73, comprising the Sinai War, with more than 50 covers or cards and five Red
Cross P.O.W. message forms, commencing with an unaddressed 1956 (Dec. 10) envelope with the autograph of Rav
Aluf Moshe Dayan, followed by various envelopes from the Israeli Occupation of the Sinai showing Israeli censor or
commemorative cachets, including censored envelope and postcard each showing “Military Governor of Sinai, District El
Tor and Western Coast” double-ring cachet in violet; and 1956 (Nov. 18) censored Egyptian formular telegram envelope
(with original letter) to Tel Aviv showing Israel A.P.O. “2594” (El Arish) triangular cachet in violet; plus a number of
envelopes and cards marking the reopening of civilian post offices in the Sinai; an interesting assembly also including two
volumes of 1967 & 1973 Army cards from the Six-Day and Yom Kippur Wars, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

Estimate $600 - 800

1264 )

Extensive First Day Cover Collection of Blocks and Sheets, 1949-2010, highly complete holding in ten (!) binders:
three dedicated to plate blocks, three to special sheets and four to souvenir sheets; clean throughout, with all covers
cacheted (some earlies addressed); note a couple tab blocks, some round-robins, etc., Very Fine, volume of 1949-54 covers
imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1265 )

Tab Single First Day Covers Collection, 1949-60, approximately 230 covers in all, housed in three binders, ranging
from 1949’s Flag issue through 1960’s Airmail issue; in between, each issue present with two or more covers, usually
one cancelled Tel Aviv, the other from any number of other cities, from Jerusalem to Gaza (!); many early issues with full
double tabs; generally fresh and clean, though expect some actual travel wear (never enough to truly detract), F.-V.F. with
better throughout, see the 1949-53 section in full on our website (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1266 )

First Day Cover Extravaganza, 1949-, many, many hundreds requiring 12 binders and seven boxes to hold them all;
collection comprises three volumes of “Shai” covers; Maximum Cards; large First Day Covers for booklets, irregular
sheets, complete sets, etc.; booklets and prestige booklets; Computer/ATM stamps; Standby issues, phosphors and nondenominated items; tête-bêche pairs, plus a couple binders of issues without tabs; generally clean and sound, Very Fine,
one volume completely imaged to give you a taste (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1267 )

Six-Day War Cover Collection, 1967-69, in four binders, several hundred covers and Maximum Cards chronicling
the expansion of Israeli postal services in the newly occupied territories with a massive array (some duplicated) of Post
Office openings; Shalst and Simon cachet covers and Maximum Cards; Zahal military covers, etc.; variety of frankings,
including tabs and even some Egypt-Israel mixed frankings, Very Fine, clean and sound (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750

1268 )

Prolific Postmarks Collection, 1948-82, three binders, one offering 54 “old postmarks” and Post Office openings on
Simon cachet covers; one holding 61 Jerusalem numeral cancels (with list of corresponding branches), some used as
receivers; and one containing 71 mostly Registered covers philatelic, commercial, meter cancels from Rehovoth, Very
Fine, an eclectic group; see the Simon covers in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1269 H/)

Extensive Philatelic Exhibitions Collection, in six full binders, with events from the 1950s to 2000 comprising a wealth
of labels (some in full sheets, some with printing errors), booklets, cachets and special event covers, etc., including one
binder dedicated to Touring Stamp Exhibitions of the 1950s (along with a selection of sporting-related covers); clean and
fresh throughout, F.-V.F., sampled online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1270 )

Collection of Memorial Day issues, special covers, 1952-2000, (Bale 68//1374), in five binders holding 165 covers in
total; the first binder is a general collection of First Day Cover, presentation folders, artist-signed folders and the like; the
remaining four a specialized and fairly complete collection of Zahal covers sporting cachets with insignia, stamp designs,
etc., quite a few of which are all-over images; we note numerous bearing the year’s issued stamp along with related (or
same-design) KKL-JNF or Forerunner issues; many, if not most all, tab single-franked; light duplication, Very Fine, a
great find for the cover dealer or IDF enthusiast. Scott 62//1405 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1271

Collection of Commemorative Pins, 1948-68, a true “And now for something completely different” moment: a binder
filled with 177 pins, badges, buttons and clip-ons, comprising various Israeli military and civilian commemorative items,
plus others celebrating the JNF and various Israeli “Days”; pictures really can say more, so we point you to our website
where you can see them all (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1272 HH a

Collection of Plate Blocks, 1949-81, in blocks of six or four, with various plate numbers and many issues complete;
includes 1949 National Flag 20m; 1950 Independence Day (2 sets); 1950 First Airmail 5p and 100p plate “1”, and 30p,
40p, 50p and 250p, the four values each with plates “1” to “6” complete; 1950 Negev Camel 500p (3); 1952 Menorah (2),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, see a sampling online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 500
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1273 )

Official “PAYÉ” Cancels Collection, 1948-89, 57 covers neatly arranged on pages in a binder, bearing either handstamped
or machine-cancelled “PAYÉ” markings; each annotated as to letter or design differences, dates, size, etc.; note 12 First
Day of Usage covers from various towns across Israel, several nice corner cards, both domestic (predominant) and foreign
usages, and the like; condition varies, but generally clean and nearly all appear sound, F.-V.F. with better throughout, an
interesting group; see it all on our website (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

1274 HH

Dealers Stock of Souvenir Sheets, 1957-, comprising Tabil ‘57 (58), Taviv ‘60 (29), El Al Anniversary (approximately
345), Jerusalem ‘73 (30 sets plus 11 glassines each marked “100”), plus a box of later issues, including Netanya ‘76, Tabir
‘78, Magen David Adom Jubilee, etc., etc., most appearing to be in quantities of 20 or more; a grand lot for the dealer or
eBayer, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1275 )

Army Paymaster Envelopes, 1949-80, a 16-page “mini-exhibit” comprising 28 covers for the period, noting the changing
imprints and inscriptions, with covers through 1956 sporting Registry labels, later items either inscribed simply “Official
Mail” or with pre-printed Registry markings; all items fully annotated with notes on printing type, inscription changes,
paper varieties, postal history, and more, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400

1276 )

Soldiers’ Mail and Stationery Collection, 98 covers organized in two binders, plus a box of hundreds more ready for
review and sorting; one volume dedicated to Navy and Air Force illustrated covers, plus Police envelopes, all intended
for soldiers’ use; the other binder filled with Zahal/Army and JNF Gift Stationery, Keep-a-Secret labels (mint and used
on covers), and Army Welfare Organization envelopes; box contains myriad censors, call-up envelopes and the like; we
note a September 1948 New Year’s greeting envelope with printed Israeli Navy indicia (a scarce survivor to be sure),
numerous tab single Navy-themed First Day Covers, paper and printing varieties, multiple Kaba handstamps, “Doar ‘Ivri”
and trilingual cancels, and much, much more, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1277 )

Comprehensive Collection of Aerogrammes or Air Letters, 1952-2008, comprehensive unused and used collection of
approximately 160; well-arranged in three binders, with basically an unused and canceled example of most issues; also
approximately 75 privately printed airletters, being primarily “Pik-o-let” (Tourism Promotion), Very Fine, see a sampling
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

JUDAICA
1278 H

Beals’ Personal Collection of Charity Seals, obtained from the House of Zion auction; a wealth of material, much
not often seen, neatly arranged and fully annotated on homemade pages; the charities and services benefitted, in both
the US and in the Holy Land, include orphanages, hospitals, food services, schools, and more; numerous WWII-era
anti-Nazi items, along with funds to protect and save Jewish communities in Europe; not surprisingly, this collection is
much more expansive than most, with blocks, part-sheets, full booklets (many unexploded), varieties, imperforates, and
much, much more, Very Fine, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity; see the full holding on our website (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1279 H/m/)

Worldwide Judaica Collection, appropriately in 12 binders or stockbooks, with poster stamps, covers, and documents
covering an immense range of subjects, including Hannukah, tourism, Biblical characters, flags, sports, friendship,
relics, synagogues, exhibitions, and more; features a binder with autographs of various politicians, leaders and rabbis;
an excellent one-volume holding of US material, beginning with a New Haven, CT, Star of David cancel on US #65; a
volume of private issues and labels, etc., etc., Very Fine overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

1280 H/m/)

A Grab Bag of Goodies, file box filled with, well, a bit of everything: we have JNF complete unexploded booklets; a
lovely hand-painted Christmas cover franked by four Palestine Pictorials, commercial covers, a group of 1918 Egyptian
Expeditionary Forces covers, a 1929 Orientfahrt Zeppelin cover posted onboard the Graf Zeppelin; Israel #1-6 tab blocks
of four used, #7-9 never hinged; several First Coins on cover; First Flight Covers, First Day Covers, incoming covers,
military stationery, Jordanian “Palestine” overprints, tab singles and sets, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, and more; well
worth a flip through online, mainly Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1281 H

Outstanding KKL-JNF Collection, 1902-78, highly comprehensive and nicely presented on quadrille pages in a slipcased
Scott binder; opens with a brief history, followed by a magnificent holding of issues as singles, blocks, booklets, and sheets;
we note imprints, shades, gutter blocks, and errors including imperforates, misperforated items, double perforations and
plate flaws; arranged chronologically; clean and fresh throughout, Very Fine as a whole, have a look through online (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1282

WWII-era Judaica Collection, 1939-45, neatly presented in a Lindner album; opens with a lovely multicolor “Panorama
of Tel Aviv” fold-out New Year’s card, followed by a US War Bonds “Take a Punch” card; note also a JNF “Trees
in Memoriam” certificate, six Rosh Hashanah-themed V-Mail letters (several with envelopes), Auschwitz and Dachau
Prisoners Mail censored formulars, a 1943 Auschwitz Death Notice telegram, a postal card from Hungary sent to the
Litzmannstadt Ghetto, anti-Jewish caricature postcards and labels, three pages of various pro-Jewish US poster stamps,
and more, Very Fine, an intriguing holding; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $700 - 800

1283 H/m/)

Esperanto & Dr. Zamenhof Topical Collection, enticing little collection celebrating the language and its chief proponent;
we note poster stamps, four die proofs in different colors of Brazil’s 1945 Esperanto Congress issue, Brazil 1937 Esperanto
50th Anniversary issue center block of 12 plus imperforate top margin block of four; Russia’s 1927 Esperanto stamp (1
mint, 2 on different covers), plus pages of postcards and covers celebrating the language, written in the language, marking
Congresses, etc.; several First Day Covers and poster stamp-bearing covers round out the collection, F.-V.F. with better
throughout, see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1284 H/m/)

Copernicus/Woldenberg Camp Collection, 1943, intriguing compilation of locally produced (in the camp, most likely)
5fen, 10fen and 20fen stamps celebrating the 400th anniversary of the astronomer’s death; comprises singles (most mint,
some used) and souvenir sheets (mint, First Day-cancelled, cancelled); note blackproof of the three stamps together, a
magnificent (and likely unique) test impression of an early state souvenir sheet vignette (combined with a 20f stamp
impression in reverse), even the stamps used on cover, Very Fine assembly, a great lot; imaged in full online (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 600

1285 H

Wide-ranging Charity Stamps Collection, in two slipcased Lindner stockbooks plus a binder of manila stockpages;
many hundreds in total, covering a broad range of organizations both in the US and in Palestine/Israel; we note impressive
WWII-era labels for the US (including the Communist Party, in part to stamp out “Hitler and Hitlerism”), numerous
Jewish organizations and charities in the States, calls to help Polish Jews, even a pair of SIP Cleveland Chapter labels;
among the charities in the Holy Land we note yeshivas, soup kitchens, hospitals, aid for the blind and the infirm, plus later
organizations such as Hadassah; generally clean and sound, F.-V.F. with better throughout, uncommon material rarely
found in such quantity (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1286 H a

Charity Label Sheets and Panes Collection, over 30 in total, most identified (and valued) by Beals numbers; a variety
of charities represented, including Chaye Olam, Yeshiva Torath Emeth, the Universal Yeshiva of Jerusalem, homes for
orphans and the aged, United Charity Institutions of Jerusalem, Hadassah, and others; most complete (a couple noted
missing selvage), with numerous perforation varieties throughout, generally Very Fine, see the entire holding online
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1287 )

WWII & Holocaust Remembrance Issues Collection, approximately 170 covers and maximum cards in two binders,
all commemorating WWII anniversaries; material mostly European, with strong Czechoslovakia, Germany and France
issues, marking events and locales such as Guernica, ghettoes, concentration camp liberations, etc., along with leaders
and Resistance members who perished; small section of Israel covers, including some bearing Forerunners or First Issues;
clean and fresh throughout, Very Fine, volume one imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1288 H/m/)

Philatelic Portrayals of Famous Jews, a worldwide holding in six stockbooks or binders, with a wide array of subjects
in every conceivable field of endeavor: Maimonides to Chagall, von Kárman to Resnik, Kirk Douglas to Justice Brandeis,
Sholom Aleichem to Engels, and more; two volumes dedicated to Einstein and his myriad appearances on stamps; covers
include First Days and other commemorative cancels, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

JORDAN AND ARAB PALESTINE
EGYPTIAN OCCUPATION OF PALESTINE
1289 H/m/)

Egyptian Occupation of Palestine, Solid Collection, 1948-61, wonderful single-binder collection of mint and used
stamps, covers and related material; opens with two Nile Valley Association for Palestine Aid bonds (50-qirsh with
counterfoil, 100-qirsh without), followed by a nice variety of Association stamps; the strength of the holding is in its
46 covers, offering British Mandate cancels, an excellent holding of “Palestine” overprints with errors, numerous UAR
“Palestine” issue First Day Covers, a non-philatelic internal Gebalia-to-Gaza usage, etc., etc., F.-V.F. or better, a fascinating
lot of scarce material; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 500
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The Leo Malz Specialized Collections of Israel and Palestine
JORDAN
1290 H/m/)

Jordan, Collection of Stamps and Documents, ca. 1922-83, with stamps loose or on piece and approximately 30
documents or receipts, mostly used from the West Bank, including 1925 telephone receipt bearing “East of Jordan” 2m
pair canceled by “Amman” intaglio seal in violet; Jordan Revenues overprinted “Palestine” 10m and 20m with Obligatory
Tax 15m used on 1949-51 Court document and two permit applications or commercial papers; Israel Revenues used on
three documents in the West Bank, one franking being Military Revenue stamps; Egypt Revenues used on document in
Gaza; Jordan commemoratives used on two documents during 1950-61 due to shortage of Revenue stamps; also small
mint study of 1925 (Nov. 1)-26 stamps of Palestine overprinted “East of Jordan” on values to 1pi, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 500

1291 HH

Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, 1948, 1m red brown, (NJ1 var), horizontal pair, right stamp without overprint,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG PD25c; £375 ($480).
Estimate $150 - 200

1292 H/m

Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, Mint and Used Collection, 1948-56, replete with varieties, including 1948 12m
with overprint in green, never hinged; 1948 Postage Due watermark MCA perf 14 10m mint and perf 12 4m with overprint
inverted (3) and overprint double (2) mint, three stamps never hinged, 10m with overprint inverted (2) and overprint
double (2) never hinged; 1948 Postage Due redrawn unwatermarked imperforate 2m corner block of six never hinged;
1949 U.P.U. 1m overprint inverted (3, with corner control pair) and overprint double, one misplaced, never hinged; 4m
overprint inverted block of four unused without gum, and 50m overprint inverted imprint plate number block of four
canceled to order at Jerusalem; and Jordan 1953-56 Obligatory Tax stamps overprinted “Postage” varieties with “Postage”
overprint in black on 1m and 3m and on “Palestine” overprint 1m in marginal blocks of four (S.G. #387a, 388b, 395) never
hinged, mainly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

1293 )

Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, Postal History Collection, 1949-57, comprising approximately 70 covers, mostly
franked with “Palestine” overprints, some in combination with Jordan adhesives; many nice frankings with Registered,
censored and Airmail with two different types of “AV 2” handstamp, while the Jordan usages include 1957 envelope from
Aqabat Jabr to Jerusalem bearing Jordan 3f on 3m with Postage Due 1f pair applied on arrival, F.-V.F., imaged in full
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $650 - 750

1291

MIDDLE EAST
1294 H/m/)

Middle East, Interesting Collection of Postal Tax and “Aid Palestine” Stamps & Overprints, 1945-51, with material
from Iraq, Lebanon and Jordan, with approximately 45 covers; the stamps well-represented with varieties and the covers
have a nice range of usages, F.-V.F., see the collection’s full breadth online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 500

ARAB PALESTINE
1295 H/)

66

Palestine, Anti-Israel Propaganda issues, 1951-98, approximately 60 covers and numerous propaganda labels or
vignettes from various Middle Eastern countries, including 1951 Beit Al Mal Al Arabi Fund imperforate 2m to 50m
set of 5, seven sets of this issue printed in Jaffa by the Arab Treasury to fund the Resistance; Beit Al Mal Al Arabi Fund
stamps rouletted in black used (on reverse) in combination with Jordan adhesives on 13 envelopes from 1951-55 (one is
from 1964); various later vignettes and unofficial unissued stamps; 1960 (May 29) envelope from Jordanian Jerusalem to
Chicago bearing Jordan adhesives and showing “Remember the Million Palestinian Refugees/Expelled from their Homes
on 15 May 1948” unframed handstamp in violet; 1968 (Mar. 23) “Al-Karamah/Al-Fateh” (-) stamp cancelled on envelope
addressed to Libya and four other different designs in blocks of four unused; and ca. 1970 P.L.O. set of nine cacheted
envelopes unused, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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*
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S
E

NYFM
TC
SL
MS
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Trial Color Proof
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Manuscript
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Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
imp
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
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